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Chapter 5. Biological Coatings. Experimental results
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ABSTRACT

The physicochemical properties of biological membranes are crucial to understand membrane function, since their
main role is to provide a barrier that divides electrolytic solutions into different compartments guaranteeing at the same
time membrane mechanical stability. It is well-known that the chemical composition of the phospholipid molecules that
compose the membrane greatly determine the architecture of such biological systems.

Force Spectroscopy with AFM is a powerful tool able to study the nanomechanical properties of supported planar
bilayers (SPBs). Force plots on lipid bilayers show a discontinuity in the approaching curve that is interpreted as the
penetration of the AFM tip through the lipid bilayer. The force at which this discontinuity occurs is the maximum force
the bilayer is able to withstand before breaking and it can be regarded as a "fingerprint" of the bilayer stability, just like
force is the fingerprint for a protein to unfold or for a hard material surface to be indented. We report on an experimental
quantitative Force Spectroscopy study on how both lipid bilayer stability and compactness depend on the solution ionic
composition.

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to its high biological relevance, many efforts have been devoted to the study of physicochemical properties of
lipid bilayers in the last years, since they are crucial in order to understand specific membrane function. Lipid bilayers
have been often studied in solution in their liposome form. It is widely known that in contact with a surface, those
liposome break and spontaneously adsorb to a planar solid support thus creating a single lipid bilayer''2. Hence the name
of supported planar lipid bilayers (SPBs). In fact, SPBs are known to correctly mimic up to an extent complex biological
membranesj and have been used as model membranes to study cell-cell recognition in the immune system, adhesion of
cells, phospholipid diffusion, protein binding to lipid ligands and membrane insertion of proteins4'5. Atomic force
microscopy has allowed to understand how supported planar lipid bilayers (SPBs) assemble and which are the interaction
forces that act between vesicle and substrate surfaces and also between membrane surfaces, which is fundamental to
efforts in chemistry, structural biology, and biophysics1'6. By imaging lipid bilayers in aqueous media with AFM both
molecular structure and morphological aspects have been demonstrated7"10. Besides imaging, force Spectroscopy allows
to obtain valuable experimental information about the interaction forces and mechanical behavior of the studied systems
with nanometric and nanonewton resolution through the force-distance curves". When performing force curves on
molecular thin films, a jump of the tip towards the surface is often observed once a threshold force has been exceeded.
These jumps have been also observed in various systems such as surfactant layers on substrates12, indicating tip
penetration through the film, i.e., film rupture. Jumps on the force plots have also been observed when dealing with
confined liquids, corresponding to a layer-by-layer tip penetration through the well-ordered squeezed liquid film11"16 and
also upon alkali halide single crystal nanoindentation. in which the tip penetrates the surface in a discrete layer-by-layer
process17. Recalling lipid bilayers, force-curves have allowed to obtain valuable information regarding phospholipid
interaction forces, such as those generated either by DLVO forces, by hydration forces or by steric forces'8. Recent
contributions have dealt with membrane nanomechanics using Force Spectroscopy, especially regarding the
measurement of the elastic/plastic behaviour of the bilayer as a function of its composition, or the interaction with
chemically modified probes9'18'19. Like in the case of other thin films, a jump on the approaching force curve has also
been also reported, this breakthrough being interpreted as the penetration of the AFM tip through the lipid bilayer20. The
force at which this jump in the force plot occurs is the maximum force the bilayer is able to withstand before breaking.
Therefore, a quantitative measurement of the force at which the jump occurs can shed light on to acquiring basic
information concerning cell membrane nanomechanics as well as interaction forces between neighboring lipid molecules
in the membrane. The effects of some of the factors (variables) involved in membrane stability can be therefore assessed
through this jump in the force plot thanks to those force Spectroscopy measurements. Likewise, the force at which this
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jump occurs can be regarded as a «fingerprint» of the bilayer stability under the experimental conditions the
measurement is performed, just like force is the fingerprint for a protein to unfold or for a hard material surface to be
indented. The yield threshold determination can then account for the overall forces that bind neighboring phospholipids
together.

Controlling the involved variables can result in a better understanding of the regulating processes that nature can use
to govern cell membrane interactions. So far, the dependence of the yield threshold force with the tip chemistry has been
studied. It has been demonstrated that while hydrophilic tips yield a high breakthrough force, hydrophobic tips give rise
to a breakthrough force near the contact force [19]. Besides, the approaching tip velocity has also been shown to have an
effect on the force value at which the yield threshold occurs: the greater the tip approaching velocity, the higher force the
jump will occur, as a quantitative model predicts"' ~. However, even though those parameters have started being studied,
there are three fundamental issues that have not been elucidated so far: i) the effect of phospholipid chemical structure
and ii) the effect of the ionic strength of the measuring media.

Regarding i), a first approach has been reported18 '9, but there are still some questions lacking answer: is the polar
head in the phospholipid molecule the main responsible for the bilayer nanomechanics? Or does the hydrophobic tail
play also an important role? And further: Does the degree of insaturation play also a role on the compactness of the
bilayer?

Concerning ii) we have to take into account that the main biological role of bilayers is to provide a barrier that
divides electrolytic solutions into different compartments. Therefore, the effect of electrolytic solutions on membranes is
of great importance and has deserved wide research23. Besides, ion binding affects the stability of proteins and their
binding process to membranes21 and it is also the main responsible for lipid vesicle fusion25-26. From an experimental
point of view, many works, especially in the 1980's have dealt with the quantification of membrane surface potential
through the electrophoretic mobility of lipid membranes under solutions with different ionic strength allowing the
calculation of the ^-potential value27'28. More recently, contributions regarding IR24 and fluorescent techniques have also
helped to shed light onto this issue. Finally, recent molecular dynamics simulations have allowed to understand the
underlying processes from an atomistic point of view and have helped to study the role that cations play upon membrane
structure and stability29"1. Indeed, we know that electrostatic interactions govern structural and dynamical properties of

many biological systems^233. In the case of phospholipid bilayers, the role of monovalent ions (e.g. Na ) seems to have
been so far underestimated, as theoretical simulations seem to predict. Indeed, MD Simulations3134 suggest a strong
interaction between sodium and calcium ions and the carbonyl oxygens of the lipids, thus forming tight ion-lipid
complexes giving rise to a higher degree of membrane organization. Likewise, the lateral interaction between the
phospholipids molecules increases with the overall result of a more efficient packing (reduction of the area per lipid
value) of the phospholipid structure. Since natural lipid membranes are composed of different phospholipid molecules in
a wide range of concentrations, it is always difficult to assess the contribution of every type of phospholipid to the total
nanomechanical response of the system. The role of ionic strength can be tested on all phospholipid systems, even
though for the sake of simplicity and to start with we have firstly dealt with model lipid membranes such as 1,2-
Dimyristoyl-íí?-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC), l,2-Dilauroyl-jw-glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DLPC) and 1,2-
Dipalmitoyl-srt-glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DPPC) deposited on mica. Later on, the study has been extended to a
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) bilayer, and finally, the nanomechanical response of a natural lipid bilayer has been
studied. The goal of this work is mainly to perform an experimental quantitative force spectroscopy detailed approach to
understand the nanomechanics of lipid bilayers and the forces involved in membrane deformation and failure in aqueous
environment, especially dealing with the role of ionic strength on the nanomechanical response of the membrane.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Sample preparation

l,2-Dimyristoyl-su-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC, Sigma, > 98 %) was dissolved in chloroform/ethanol (3:1)
(Carlo Erba, analysis grade, at 99.9 %) to give a final DMPC concentration of 2 mM. This dissolution was kept at -10
°C. A 500 ul aliquote was poured in a glass vial and the solvent was evaporated with a nitrogen flow, obtaining a DMPC
film at the bottom of the vial. Solution was kept in vacuum overnight to ensure the absence of organic solvent traces.
Then, aqueous solution at the correct ionic strength was added until a final DMPC concentration of 500 uM and 0 mM
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NaCl, 50 mM NaCl, 75 mM NaCl,100 mM NaCl and 150 mM NaCl + 20 mM MgCl^ dissolutions respectively. All

solutions used in the present work were set at pH = 7.4 with 10 mM Hepes/NaOH. Because of the low solubility of
DMPC in water, the vial was subjected to 30 second cycles of vortexing, temperature and sonication until the obtention
of a homogeneous mixture. The solution was finally sonicated for 20 minutes (in order to have unilamellar liposomes)
and let it settle overnight always protected from light and maintained at 4 °C. Prior to its use, mica surfaces (Metafix,
CLLS grade) were glued onto teflon discs with a water insoluble mounting wax. 50 ul of DMPC dissolution at the

specific NaCl concentration were applied to cover 0.5 cm freshly cleaved piece of mica for a deposition time of 35 min.
After that, mica was rinsed three times with 100 ul of the corresponding ionic aqueous solution.

2.2 Zeta potential measurements

C-potential measurements were performed with a Zetamaster Particle Electrophoresis Analyser through which the
velocity of the particles can be measured with a light scattering technique by using the Doppler effect thanks to a pair of
mutually coherent laser beams (5 mW, He-Ne laser @ 633 nm). Zetamaster measures the autocorrelation function of the
scattered light and after the signal processing it obtains the electrophoretic mobility and, finally, through the Henry
equation, the ^-potential.

2.3 AFM imaging

AFM ¡mages were acquired with a Dimension 3100 (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara) microscope controlled by a
Nanoscope IV electronics (Digital Instruments, CA) in contact mode using V-shaped Si^N tips (OMCL TR400PSA,

Olympus, Japan) cantilevers. The applied force was controlled by acquiring force plots before and after every ¡mage was
captured so as to measure the distance from the set point value.

2.4 Force spectroscopy

Force spectroscopy was performed with a Molecular Force Probe 1-D (MFP), Asylum Research (Santa Barbara, CA).
Force plots were acquired using V-shaped Si N tips (OMCL TR400PSA, Olympus, Japan) with a nominal spring

constant of 0.08 N/m. Individual spring constants were calibrated using the equipartition theorem (thermal noise)" after
having correctly measured the piezo sensitivity [V/nm] by measuring it at high voltages after several minutes of
performing force plots to avoid hysteresis. It has to be pointed out that the results here shown for DMPC bilayers were
obtained with the same cantilever keeping the spot laser at the same position on the lever to avoid changes in the spring
constant calculation [50]. However, results have low scattering when using different tips and different samples. About
1300 curves over more than 15 positions were obtained for each sample. All force spectroscopy and AFM images were
obtained at 20 °C ± 0.5 °C. which is below the main phase transition temperature (7" ) of DMPC (23.5 °C). Besides, we

M
have to consider here that T for supported bilayers shifts to a higher temperature than observed in solution [51].

Therefore, we are indenting the gel phase for DMPC supported bilayers. Applied forces Fare given by F= k X A where

A is the cantilever deflection. The surface deformation is given as penetration ä (evaluated as 6 = z - A, where :
represents the piezo-scanner displacement.

2.5 DSC measurements

DSC measurements were performed with a MicroCal MC-2 (MicroCal, Inc., Northhampton, MA). The heating and
-i

cooling rate was usually 10 °C h and the measurements were performed in the temperature interval from 10 to 55 °C.
The reproducibility of the DSC experiments was checked by three consecutive scans of each sample.
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3. RESULTS

3.1 Effect of ion-binding (ionic strength) on the nanomcchanics of lipid bilayers. DMI'C model membrane

Recent molecular dynamics simulations show the tendency of phosphatidylcholine (PC) head to adsorb cations.
Contrary to early experimental measurements, where only divalent cations such as Mg2+ and Ca2+ were found to
effectively bound to the phospholipid surface52. Na+ has also been recently proved to bind into the membranes, both
from theoretical calculations, concerning l-Palmitoyl-2-Oleoyl-sn-3-Phosphocholine (POPC)31.34, DPPC29, and also
experimentally31,53. MD simulations predict a coordination of cations to the PC lipid carbonyl oxygens, yielding
coordination numbers of 2.9 for Na+ and 4.2 for Ca2+, the latter in a sequential binding process34. These findings
foresee a change both in the structure and dynamical properties of zwitterionic lipid bilayer to a previously unexpected
extent. A first experimental approach to study ion adsorption on the membrane is the measurement of the liposome
mobility in an electrophoretic field and likewise measuring the ^-potential. Although the zeta potential value does not
yield directly the surface charge, but the charge at the point where the Stern layer and the diffuse layer meet (shear
plane), it is considered to yield a significant approximation of the surface potential. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the
^-potential value of a DMPC unilamellar liposome solution as the ionic strength of the solution is increased. All
concentrations refer only to NaCl addition, but for the last point in the graph, in which 20 mM MgC12 have been added
to a 150 mM NaCl solution in order to mimic physiological concentrations.

As the ionic strength increases, the net ^-potential value increases, reflecting that indeed positive cations may adsorb
on the surface of the polar head of the phospholipid molecule. It is widely accepted that most natural membranes are
negatively charged because of the presence of variable quantities of negatively charged phospholipids, yielding surface

charges on the order of-0.05 C/m . However, in this case, we have to take into account that even though PC heads are
zwitterionic and thus theoretically globally uncharged at neutral pH, it gives rise to a negative ^-potential value (-12.0 ±
1.6 mV) in mQ water. This has been interpreted in terms of hydration layers formed around the surface51 and to the
orientation of lipid headgroups28.

The process of vesicle fusion to a flat bilayer is assumed to be electrostatically governed, and that surface free energy
plays a key role54. Freshly cleaved mica is negatively charged upon a wide range of ionic strength51, so that according to
figure 1 the higher the ionic strength, the higher and the faster the adhesion of DMPC liposomes onto mica surface will
be. This process will be especially favored at high ionic strength, where the surface zeta potential is positive (6.86 ± 2.3
mV). The probable divalent cation preference for membrane binding may also help to reverse the obtained net zeta
potential value (from negative values to positive values). Figure 2 shows AFM contact mode images of DMPC bilayers
as the ionic strength of the surface is increased, showing that the degree of surface coverage is strongly dependent on the

amount of ions present in the system. Fig 2a shows a 5 » 5 urn contact mode image of DMPC bilayer in distilled water;

fig. 2b in 50 mM NaCl and fig. 2c shows a 7.5 * 7.5 um" image of DMPC in 150 mM NaCl + 20 mM MgCl 10. Fig 2c.l

shows a cross section of the marked area in Fig 2c in which, thanks to the surface defects, the bilayer height can be
measured to be ~ 4.5 nm.

A series of 500 uM DMPC solution in Millipore water with different ionic strengths (0 mM. 50 mM, 75 mM and 100
mM NaCl or 150 mM NaCl + 20 mM MgCI^, all of them with 10 mM Hepes, pH = 7.4) were deposited onto a freshly

cleaved mica surface and mounted on a Molecular Force Probe 1-D (MFP) liquid cell.

Force curves (fig. 3) exhibit a breakthrough feature (black arrows) in the approaching curve (red line) corresponding
to the penetration of the bilayer by the tip apex and indicating that the lipid bilayer is not able to withstand the force
exerted by the tip. Concerning the retracting curve (blue line) we observe an adhesion peak, which corresponds to the
adhesion between the silicon nitride tip and the surface. The width of the jump (-4.5 nm) corresponds to the height of the
bilayer, (cross section in figure 2c. I ). In figure 3a) the breakthrough force (also called yield threshold force value) occurs
at -15 nN. This curve has been taken in a 150 mM NaCl + 20 mM MgCl solution. In figure 3b), the force plot was taken

on a DMPC bilayer in distilled water and the yield threshold is found at -2.2 nN, which is about 7 fold lower.

Fig 4 shows the histograms of the yield threshold force values ranging from 2.76 ± 0.11 nN in pure water to 14.93 ±
0.09 nN in buffered high ionic strength solution. Those histograms have been obtained taking only the successfu
indentation recordings (we call a successful recording the one that presents a breakthrough in the force plot). As we have
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already clearly seen in figure 2, the higher the ionic strength, the higher the degree of coverage of the surface. Thus, the
probability of a successful recording is higher as we increase the ionic strength of the solution. In the cases in which the
bilayer presents uncovered regions (e.g. figures 2a and 2b) when an unsuccessful force plot occurs it means that we are
attempting on an «empty» area, and we normally observe a typical silicon nitride-bare mica force plot.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Concerning the role of ionic strength on the nanomechanics of lipid bilayers, we have reported on a detailed
experimental quantitative Force Spectroscopy study on how ion binding affects upon model PC lipid membrane
nanomechanics. We have experimentally proved that the higher the ionic strength, the higher the force that has to be
applied with the AFM tip in order to penetrate the bilayer. These results are in agreement with recent works that have

+ 2+
demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically that cations (both monovalent, e.g. Na , and divalent, e.g. Ca )
penetrate the headgroups of phospholipids molecules giving rise to a more packed phospholipid network and a higher
phospholipid-phospholipid lateral interaction. This increase in lateral interaction between neighboring molecules may be
the cause for the extension of the elastic deformation region in the force plots before the onset of plastic region (yield
threshold force value).

Summarizing, this work opens a new investigation line dealing with the relationship between the experimental
measurements regarding the nanomechanics of membranes in the nanometer/nanonewton range and the atomic
underlying processes. This is an interesting example of how (small) variations in chemical composition both in chemical
structure and in the surrounding media can translate into (considerable) variations in the (nano)mechanicai response of
the membrane system.
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I'lGliRr I, i-wtenlial vaincs «f the DMPC liposomes \s. ionic strength of the measuring solution. Kvcrv point in the
average of !5 independent measurements, i-rwr bars stand ibr standard deviation value.

i 'KJl KÎ; 2. 5 - 5 ¡jm2 At M Contact Mode Imanes oí'DMPC hilay«rx in ai dMiiled water, hi KH) mM NaC'i solution. «) 7 • 7 um2
AI-'M Comaci Moüe Images of i>MÍV h¡ía\er ¡n 150 mM SaCl • 20 mM MgCE, All sduiiuns were txiOercd tu pH 7.4 wítiï H)
niM Hc|x;s. Sät )H, e. i t Cross section profile of the marked aica «) figuro c í All iímiges have hec» taken after 35 minutes n! liposome
deposition,
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1 KH.K1-. 3.1 orce v-,, í-píivo disp!ac«men( plot for a OMPC bilajcr in a) 130 mM NaCI + 20 mM MgCl^and b)dt«tittcU water. YioU

threshold denoted bv black arrows' a) -15 nN and b) ^2.1 n\. (he width of (he jump. ~-l.5 nm. correspond» well with the bilaver
height measured usine conlact mode AI'M.
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0 mM MaCt

Wlthre«»iD!dfn«J *

1 IGLRL 1. Histograms corresponding lo (he \icld thrsshoU force \'.u\te fi>r DMPC" bilavci> under different ionic composition: a) 0
m\1 Nad .x - 2.7(, t o. 11 ¡iN t V - ÎÔ6). h) 75 m\l NaCt. x " 6 <M - 0.01 nN ( V - 5MÍ), c) 100 m\f \ai'l.. x - 7.(î8 ̂  <). \ ? n\ t \ -
S72), d) 150 inM N.tCI t 20 mM Mg<\. t - (4 O? ¿ 0 09 nN {N - 427) Ml iCMilts lorie-ptwd to ¡i uatNM HI lining of the <!at.¡ slum n

in the hNtogntm. Results are presented a*> tlic (ioussian ce¡itcr j •*• 2t/,V.
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5.4.5 Effect of Temperature on the Nanomechanics of Lipid

Bilayers studied by Force Spectroscopy

S. Garcia-Manyes, G. Oncins, F. Sanz

Department of Physical Chemistry, Universitat de Barcelona, Spain

BiophysicalJournal89, (2005), 4261-4274.

5.4.5.1 Summary

This project was born with two different goals in mind. First of all, the

development of variable temperature AFM had opened new and exciting

possibilities in the phospholipid bilayers research field and several groups were

working on the in-situ topographic imaging of the main phase transition of SPBs in

liquid environment. We had done quite a lot of work on PC bilayers and we also

decided to go for it. Secondly, there was a rising interest about bilayer

nanomechanics and Force Spectroscopy was becoming a key technique in the field,

so studying the response of the bilayers during the phase transition process was an

obvious thing to do because of the light Ax vs. Az curves could shed on the

somewhat obscure phase transition process. Our results can be summarized as

follows:

• The phase transition of two different PC bilayers was followed by variable

temperature AFM and two phase transition were detected, both of them at a

higher temperature that the liposomic TM. This effect had been seen before and

attributed to the stabilizing effect of the substrate.

• The F y values obtained from the Force Spectroscopy experiments strongly

depend on the temperature and on the bilayer phase. Then, for the Lßphase, the
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Fy value decreases as temperature increases, reaching a minimum around TM.

For higher temperatures (La phase), the Fy value increases slightly and reaches

a plateau at vertical forces much lower than those obtained for the Lß phase.

This behavior verifies for DMPC and l,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-Glycero-3-

Phosphocholine (DPPC), although a different trend is observed for 1,2-

Dilauroyl-sn-Glycero-3-Phosphocholine (DLPC) bilayers.

• When I value is increased, the trend ofFy vs. temperature keeps on being the

same, although it is shifted to higher Fy values.
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Effect of Temperature on the Nanomechanics of Lipid Bilayers Studied by
Force Spectroscopy

Sergi Garcia-Manyes, Gerard Oncins, and Fausto Sanz
Department of Physical Chemistry Universität de Barcelona 08028 Barcelona Spain

ABSTRACT The effect of temperature on the nanomechanical response of supported lipid bilayers has been studied by force
spectroscopy with atomic force microscopy We have experimentally proved that the force needed to puncture the lipid
bilayer (Fy) is temperature dependent The quantitative measurement of the evolution of Fy with temperature has been related
to the structural changes that the surface undergoes as observed through atomic force microscopy images These studies
were carried out with three different phosphatidylcholme bilayers with different main phase transition temperature (7"M) namely
1 ̂ -dimynstoyl-sn-glycero-G-phosphocholme, 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, and 2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
cholme The solid-like phase shows a much higher Fy than the liquid-like phase which also exhibits a jump in the force curve
Within the solid-like phase, Fy decreases as temperature is increased and suddenly drops as it approaches TM Interestingly,
a "well ' in the Fy versus temperature plot occurs around TM thus proving an "anomalous mechanical softening ' around TM

Such mechanical softening has been predicted by experimental techniques and also by molecular dynamics simulations and
interpreted in terms of water ordering around the phospholipid headgroups Ion binding has been demonstrated to increase Fy,
and its influence on both solid and liquid phases has also been discussed

INTRODUCTION

Many efforts have been devoted lo the study of physico-
chemical properties (1) of lipid bilayers in receñí years since
they are crucial lo understanding specific membrane lunclion
Many of these structural and dynamic intrinsic bilayer
properties such as the thickness of the bilayer, the area
per lipid value, or the order parameter are governed by
temperature (2) Indeed, lipid bilayers present many lamellar
phases as a function of temperature, namely gel phase (Lf¡),
liquid crystalline phase (/.„), subgel phase (/.,.), and npple
phase (Pß) It is widely accepted that many biologically
relevant processes occur in the liquid crystalline (/„) phase,
and therefore many works have focused on the study of
structural and mechanical properties of this phase (2,3) Amid
all the studies concerning phase transitions, the thermally
induced gel-fluid transition has deserved special attention due
lo Ihe large number of quantities thai exhibit anomalous
behavior near TM, such a.s, e g , heat capacity, f-potential (4),
electric conductivity (5), Na+ permeability (6), NMR order
parameter (7), swelling (8), or hydration behavior (9) Most
of those studies have been performed m multilamellar lipo-
some solutions In Ihe case of supported planar phospholipid
bilayers (SPBs), though, phospholipid molecules spontane-
ously adsorb lo a planar solid support, Ihus crealing a single
lipid bilayer (10,11) In fact, SPBs are known lo correclly
mimic, up to an extent, complex biological membranes ( 12)

The alomic force microscope (AFM) has become an
important tool to image supported thin films with nanometnc
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resolution Concerning lipid bilayers, most of the studies
have focused on resolving topographic characteristics in a
liquid environment (13-22) With Ihe possibilily of accu
rately conlrolling temperature while scanning, a novel and
promising research line has been opened, mainly devoted to
studying topographic lipid bilayer surface features induced
by temperature (23-28) Besides imaging, force spectros-
copy allows us to obtain valuable experimental information
about the interaction forces and mechanical behavior of the
studied systems with nanometnc and nanonewton resolution
through the force-distance curves (29) When performing
force curves in molecular thin films, a jump of the tip toward
the surface is often observed once a threshold force has been
exceeded These jumps have also been observed in various
systems such as surfaclant layers on substrates (30), indi-
cating tip penetration through the film, i e, film ruplure
Jumps on the force plots have also been observed when
dealing with confined liquids, corresponding to a layer-by-
layer tip penetration through the well-ordered squeezed
liquid film (31-34) and also upon alkali halide single crystal
nanomdentation, in which Ihe Up penetrales the surlace in a
discrete layer by layer process (35) Recalling lipid bilayers,
force curves have allowed us to obtain valuable information
regarding phospholipid interaction torces, such as those
generated either by Derjagum Landau Verwey-Overbeek
forces, by hydration forces, or by stenc forces (36) Recent
contributions have dealt with membrane nanomechanics
using force spectroscopy, especially regarding the measure-
ment of the elastic/plastic behavior of the bilayer as
a function of Us composition or the interaction with
chemically modified probes (16,36,37) As in the case of
other thin films, a jump on the approaching force curve has
also been reported, this breakthrough being interpreted as the

doi 10 Iî29/biophysj toi 061Ï8I
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penetration of the AFM lip through the lipid bilayer (38). A
quantitative measurement ot the lorce at which the jump
occurs can shed light onto gathering basic information
concerning cell membrane nanomechanics as> well as
interaction forces between neighboring lipid molecules in
the membrane. Therefoie, the force value at which this jump
takes place is closely related to membrane stability. So far,
the dependence of the yield threshold force with the tip
chemistry has been studied. It has been demonstrated that
whereas hydrophilic lips yield a high malerial-dependenl
breakthrough force, hydrophobic tips give rise to a break-
through force near the contact force (37). Besides, the ap-
proaching tip velocity has also been shown to have an el feet
on the force value at which the yield threshold occurs: the
greater the lip approaching velocity, the higher the force
within which the jump will occur, as a quantitative model
predicts (39,40). Furthermore, in a recent work (1) we have
shown that ionic strength increases the force at which the
membrane breaks, probably due to ion binding on the
phospholipid network, as a result of enhancing lateral
interactions between neighboring molecules. This behavior
was proved for model lecithin and phosphoethanolamine
membranes as well as for natural membranes. Finally, in the
framework of the same study, we correlated the yield
threshold force with the chemical structure of both
hydrophobic tails and hydrophilic heads. Likewise, the force
at which this jump occurs can be regarded as a "fingerprint"
of the bilayer stability under the experimental conditions in
which the measurement is performed, just as force is the
fingerprint for a protein to unfold or for a hard material
surface to be indented. The yield threshold determination can
then account for the overall forces that bind neighboring
phosphohpids together.

Temperature has a strong effect on lipid structure and
stability. Therefore, the yield breakthrough, if present, should
also present strong variations upon phase transition if it is
really a direct mechanical reflection of molecular interactions.
Although little work has been performed on this particular
issue, it seems to be controversial (38) if the breakthrough
can occur only in the solid-like phase (15) or the liquid-like
phase (41). A pioneering meritorious publication (23) has
suggested that the rupture force decreases as the temperature
increases, but no quantitative experimental assessment has
been reported.

In this work, we aim to perform a quantitative study of the
dependence of the yield threshold force on model lipid
bilayers with temperature and to relate the results with the
structural changes that the surface undergoes as studied
through AFM images. In particular, our first goal is to study
whether the jump occurs in the gel phase, in the liquid phase,
or in both. To this aim we have performed the same exper-
iment with three different phosphatydilcholme phospholipids
that exhibit a well-reported different mam transition tem-
perature, namely, l,2-dipalmitoyl-m-glycero-3-phosphocholme
(DPPC), 1,2-dimynstoyl-5/!-glycero-3-phosphocholine

Garcia-Manyes et al

(DMPC), and 2-dilauroyl-w-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DLPC).
An in-depth study of the evolution of the yield threshold with
temperature can shed light onto understanding the temper-
ature-induced changes in the intermolecular interactions
between the phospholipid molecules, which is crucial to
many biological functions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation

DMPC (Sigma Si Louis, MO, >98ÇÍ ) was dissolved m chloroform/elhanol
( 3 1 ) (Carlo Erba, Milan. Italy, analv sis grade, at 99 9% ) to give a hail DMPC
Loncentralionof2mM This solution was kepi al — IO°C A 500/il aliquot was
poured into a glass \ lal, and the solvent was evaporated w ith a nitrogen flow
obtaining a DMPC film at the bottom of the vial. Solution was kept in vacuum
overnight to ensure the absence of organic solvent traces Then, water solution
was added until a final DMPC concentration of 500 /iM was obtained Because
of the low solubility of DMPC in water, the vial was subjected to 30 s cycles of
vortcxing, temperature, and somcation until the mixture was homogeneous
The solution w as finally sonicated for 20 nun (to have unilamellar liposomes)
and allowed to settle overnight always protected from light and maintained at
4°C. Lipid resuspension was earned out by using either a high ionic strength
solution* 150 mMNaCI + 20mMMgO2)oronly distilled water Alt solutions
used in this work were sel at pH — 7 4 with lOmMHepes/NaOH Before its use,
mica surfaces (Metahx, Montdidier, France) were glued onto Teflon discs with
a water insoluble mounting wax A total of SO fií of DMPC, DLPC or DPPC
dissolution at the specific ionic strength was applied to cover 0 5 crrf freshly
cleaved pieces of mica for a deposition time of 35 mm After that, mica was
nnsed three times with 100 /il of the corresponding ionic aqueous solution The
process of vehicle formation and deposition for the rest of the phospholipid
bilayers used in this work's DLPC and DPPC (all of them from Sigma >98%) is
the same as the one described for DMPC. In the case of DPPC, however, the
temperature cycles for resuspension were set to — SO°C due to the higher TM for
this phospholipid

DSC measurements

Differential scanning calonmetry (DSC) measurements were performed
with d MicroCal MC-2 (MicroCal, Northampton, MA) The heating and
cooling rate was usually 10"C h~ ', and the measurements were performed in
the temperature interval from 10°C to55°C. The rcpmducibihty of the DSC
experiments was checked by three consecutive scans of each sample

Temperature-controlled AFM imaging

AFM images were acquired with a Multimode (Digital Instruments, Santa
Baibara, CA) microscope equipped with a J-Scanner AS 130V with ttuid
heat exchanger controlled by a Nanoscope IV electronics (Digital Instru-
ments) in contact mode using V-shaped Si,N4 lips (OMCL TR400PSA,
Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) cantilevers The applied force when obtaining
topographic images was controlled by acquiring force plots before and after
every image was captured so as to measure the force increment from the set
point value Temperature controlled experiments were performed with
a temperature controller stage (high temperature heater controller range up
It) 250°C, resolution 0 I°C, accuracy 39i, temperature drift ±025°C,
Digital Instruments) Basically, the temperature setup consists oí a resistor
placed between the scanner and the sample that transmits the heat to the
sample from underneath The pie/o is always kept under its Curie
temperature by a cooler fluid circuit This applied temperature is the
temperature that the heater displays as the "sample temperature" and the
(emperaturc that indeed has been used in most of the AFM-conlrollcd studies

Biophysical Journal 89(6) 4261-4274
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n;. However, in eoiTV(?ot«>ttal AF;M irtta£wg m
a liqüis! wivmwmcr.t. tin; mi« sample » gUKd ¡o » ihin Teta disk ihsa is
jî.iUïSÎ Uî a iïx-iailik- holder, The svhoíe .sample remaitî* attatlied K) the-
micnncnpc «umntr by a magnet. Although íhe afiance between !he healing
¡•(i*mem atul ¡lu> «íínpíit ítjtdí' íínwiie ihí- bttrïer tlmpleo w tvpjealty <3-4
mra. tfn? îciBpcnaure gradient between l!ic tlHptayal aiicl (he rea!
ifiroperatim.' U suhstíimút! <Fí£- Si írc ïbe S»pf>lenti«jury Materials ami
varies lap lo -25'* a! high te(Bp«tal«re?>i fot (tiffcnail TeiKiu hukte tí«!
tiifter ooíy ï rotti sfl height. Trsírtfiíwt*, eahbrvttion of individual xampie
liírtííttíí beeotties cíïmtHiïsory, Sa»)pl*r ítííwpcfáíwc (s nx^asurtsi by
'& iheïHXKxnspítf (Ct»le Palmer iVeriK»» HiiK IL) IheiWKKOüplc tíjemiwiteíer
KW-MIHiO-JO Oi.^j Sctiw; KSiOlutioß: 0.1C. ¡KOIIXKV: *025íf pmviiiöi
with Oíiftegü íoraiílebcpo, %T) pteeisK«» f»xr wjtc thermocouple«.) tiuit
mt'asOAH itie H-mpeMiU«t írtvi* ilu- hitffcf <iwplei .¡usi in t unia« MJÍI ijw

sasmple torfac?. Upo« tmagiBj. lemperaatií »as varied from i (t'C up to
S5"C *itb a O.S"Ohiin raiiiji. Before every image was acquw«). a d»e!l lime
of 4-ÍÏ mm iitp-st*!! lo k?a ilitf sy-iiem equilíbrate Lemperamfti. HiWc-ever.
Icnipcraiurc equilibration was meaMirctl t» be typically «IS s.

Force spectroscopy

iy »as peri'onwol »!th (lie »anie «tup using; t!*f forec-
iîsîeiwion nr««ie. Potte plots were acquired ystï)_^ V-shapeJ Si^ tips
(OMCL TR-100PSA, Otyntpi») wftb a «»ruinai spniig «Misant «í DM NA»
when peritinitin? force vurvfs mi UI.PC and DMPC' and V-shaped Si»Nj
ti)M (tip "F", l'Siemiom¡eii)5«>j>«. Suwiyvate, CAt with ,1 mmtinal spring

i' 0.5 NAn svíieiï pert'ofïtniïíí fwte pkrt* otl DI*PC (htghcr yieW
¡ku>b f I )i. lïíflivitíua! .sprttia coro&mls s^tíie t:.iliíír;Kí-(i usuiíí the

thc<ivni ttlxrtmal ««»ist't ï4!2> after having cixiçetly HÏC.ÏMIÍCÍÍ
the pie?o wiisiiivjty (V,Mm> by nwasuring it at high volw^es íífter \ev<îral
un» «íes of jKriòíiniíig ftMTí; (îlots lo avcitj hysteresss. Il lias te? foe pt^iiued oui
Ihm the íesuUs hete shown <vHhiii (he sao«? evpenment »ere obtained with
íhí- sñítíi? Citíïltltíveí kwpîîïs; the í»pot t*l?Á*rat the Mims- piwitttmon the itïver to

avcid ttsjnjí* in the spnng conuUnt tatabtion (4?). However, tesute iiavc
fovt A:a»erins »hen «sing different tips are! diffciwn samples. <«-tri)in MKi
ctTon. 1'ip radias was itídïviíitíiilly Hfcaí*urç<t by jina^ißg a sila'cn jíratm^
(MÜimMwich «TatUnn. E-4toin.ii. t?!u'ashjrri TC<30i, siik-on miat í jam
ptldîcsî. taiiviiiu«! rrfii wen- found ¡o br W í: 10 tint. ülííidUaih talc
vatiaíidn <20<S? was found fur tip» (mis UK saw »¡tí«. - JdO ¿«iv«* we«
otsamed for each lemperarorsv All expunments wei* pertoom-d ;it the sans;
iudeiíSHií! vdociiy < l >iin/si s> that UK STtrail effect of tin1 vutocity on ttie
brüïiliihKiugh force could be toultv iK^fc-aeíl. Applied forces, l· . UK five»
by p = *, x A, wlK-M! ¿ ts ¡he ranftisrver ¡tefkvutin aattl ¿< is the caatilewr
spring consiant. The surfait Ueft>«na!M>« is jn-ea as peiietisnmi (Si
t^Viiluittoî as A • .? •• i. svhe«* r: ̂ proseáis îhe p;o?:o-?i<.\jmuït ílJAplatí-ment.
X: ï-, '/.- picw motion was. calitatesl with « Digital Iitswuncnts Silicon
oxiiie grid (STS ltí-!S¡W). 1X0 um ¡kfy. Hi *<m pitch.

RESULTS

Topographic evolution of a supported DMPC
bilayer with temperature

Uposome deposition onto hydrophilic» negatively charged
surfaces such as mica lias been proved lo be elecirosíaticíiüy
governed: high ionic strength solutions give ris« to cotnpacl,
huge plitn;>r bilayers eMending some micrometers, whereas
under distilled water small discontinuous islands are formed
11 >. This, is the main reajson we have chosen to mainly work
under high ionic strength conditions, since under these
conditions the huge, completely formed bilayers allow us lo
follow the topography changes as the température is s'aned in
a a^pnxlucible way. The evolution of the topography of a

FïfïURE I AFM contact nvxk1 images s
¡I» ptee !r»sit«>¡i !«r a
upon heatiny the sample <a j 19 O'T. Oi 24.4'C, írt
27.2::C. irf) 2S<.;rC, (e) 29.«:, t/> 30.3°C, ist
St.ï'C, (At «9*C, ¡mà (D 37.5'C. A« inwsw»
«été ¿tajuired by applying j coi3<s;änt force of
1.5-2 nN.
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OMPC bilaycr ftom room temperature to 50''C is shown in
Fig. 1 upon 5 X 5 jitm? contact mode AFM images under
high ionic strength conditions, which yield «ell-defined
supported lipid single bilaycrs ( 1 ), At I 9''C iFig. 1 a) the gel
phase (/ ¡j) is observed. The Mack holes (delects in the
bi layer) correspond to the mica support. From cross .sections
(see Fig. 21 the width of the bilayer can be measured to be 5
ï 0.3 nm. which cot responds to the height of a single
supported btktyer (the fully hydraled DMPC bilaver is lound
to measure 5.99 nm at MfC (44)) When increasing tem-
perature «p to 22"C (in all case.s the registered tempeimure is
she "real" temperature, lower than the temperature exter-
nally applied to the system, see the Materials and Methods
section) ruptures on the extended i.ß phase are observed. The
initial temperature at which me tirst (uní oí pha>e transition is
observed is m good accordance w ith the DSC mam iransitioti
temperature peak (23 6'"C, Fig, 2,i. Those lines, 0.5 t O.I mn
lower than Ihe L# surface, become wider as the température
is increased, thus showing clear phase separation (Fig. 1 b.
T — 24,-TC). Tlie high domain cone>ponds to the remaining
¡.¡j phase and me low domain to the ihnd-hkc /-„ phase.
Further increasing the temperature leads to an increased
piogressive disappe;urance of the ¿p phase (Fig. I c. T
27.T C; hg. 1 J. r ~ 2H3'-C) «nul the whole surface is
covered by the fluid-like phase (Fig. \ f, T - .W.3 Ci.
Therefore, the whole main transition is observed within
~5,5°C. The broader TM width observed upon supported
bilayers related to that observed in umtamullar vesicles m
solution through DSC experiments migfit lie due to the single
bilayei natute of the SPB -and to the subsíiafó effect (23).
Interestingly, upon further incieasing temperature a nevi

Gareia-Manvres ei 8i

phase separation is observed (Fig, 1 y. T - 31.3*0. These
tvvo different phases have a difference of 0,6 ~ 0.1 nm in
height. The tola! height with respect to the mica suiface
cannot be assessed due to the lack of defects. The tem-
perature gap that comprises the whole disappearance ol the
upper/.,, phase ranges from 32 9°C (f%. 1 it) to 37.5'C (Fig.
I i). At higher temperatures ¡up to 80'C} no further
topogiaphic changes Acre observed. A complete sequence
of evolution of the same scanned .surface area is provided in
the Supplementary Material <Ftg. S!2f, Interestingly, the
resufts concerning the evolution of the bilaver topography
with temperature when measured under distilled water are:
basically the Mine as (hose observed under high ionic
strength conditions. Nonetheless, under distilled water the
phase uamiiUws are not ai» clear as in the case of high ionic
strength conditions because the islands arc too small to
assess a particular temperature the moment at which the
transition starts. In any ease, the temperature gap is still
-I4rc to reach unambiguously the liquid phase upon

raising the température. The first observed transition cleaily
corresponds So the gel phase-fluid phase (/.^ —* i.ai tran-
sition, and it is m perfect accordance with the mam transition
temperature peak observed upon DSC measurements..
However, the naitrre ol the second observed phase transition
is unclear. Tvvo possible explanations could account for the
experimental observations. On the one hand, as .stated m
Leonenko et al, (23), this second transition could lie asso-
ciated with the formation of a fluid-disordered phase,
peiltaps with imerdigttated or partially inlerdignated lipkt
chains, but this new phase is not observed upon tipid bilayer
extensive available literature or in our DSC measurements,
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Effect of Temperature on Lipid Bilayers

On the other hand, the two observed transitions could belong
to the same (Lp —> L„) transition after the decoupling of the
phase behavior of the two leaflets of mica-supported PC
bilayers as proposed upon the DSC results obtained on mica-
supported bilayers (45) This finding would support the
theory that the coupling between the two leaflets m a unique
bilajer is weak (46) As it has been pointed out m Yang and
Appleyard (45), the ellect due to the substrate lipid inter-
action may be stronger than the interaction between leaflets,
so the higher temperature transition would be due to the
DMPC leaflet in contact with mica This behavior highlights
the fací lhat the actual temperature at which the mam phase
temperature takes place is also highly sensitive to the en-
vironment surrounding the bilayer This possibility was
excluded in Leonenko's et al (23) interpretation, since this
would lead to more than two domains of different thickness
at intermediate temperatures and instead only two domains at
a lime have been observed The only possibility is then thai
one leaflet melts completely before the other starts to melt
Indeed, we do not exclude such possibility Further inves-
tigation involving Langmuir Blodgett monolayers may shed
light on this issue I inally, a third interpretation concerning
the possibility of having a multibilayer instead of a single
bila>er deposited on the surface and therefore the two step
gel fluid phase transition being associated to the presence of
a lirst bilayer sticking on the mica support and the second
transition being related to the second bilayer, less affected by
this support, has been excluded Several reasons support this
belief First, upon AFM images we realize that the depth
between the bilayer surface (brighter regions) and the sub
strate (darker regions) is ~4 5 nm, which is the depth of
a single bilayer (also related to the width of the jump ob-
served upon force spectroscopy measurements) Moreover,
we can assess lhat there is not evidence of a lirst bilayer
stacked on the surface since lateral force microscopy studies
reveal the presence of a single bilayer deposited on the mica
surface (47) Indeed, lateral force profiles show a clearly
different behavior in the bilayer (also related with a discon-
tinuity in the lateral force plot) and in the mica substrate
Furthermore, the probability of having a double btlayer is
much higher in PE membranes than in the case of PC
membranes, where the deposition of a second PC bilayer on
a lirst deposited bilayer is not favored (17) Therefore, for Ihe
reasons outlined above we tend to think that we only have
a single bilayer deposited on the surface

In any case, it is clear that below 23°C only the solid like
phase is present in the system, and above 37°C the whole
surface is covered by the liquid-like phase These consid-
erations have to be taken into account for further discussion
in the forthcoming lines Finally, the evolution of the
bilayer topography has been performed upon cooling the
syslem Irom 45°C lo ambienl lemperature The process
appears to be reversible, since the phases observed during
heating are recovered while cooling down to the initial
temperature
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Rg 2 shows a summary of the surface topography
characteristics as a function of temperature before and after
the main transition temperature The DSC thermogram has
been acquired for umlamellar liposomes under the same high
ionic strength solution used upon AFM imaging and force
spectroscopy measurements, and it shows a mam peak
corresponding to the (Lp —» La) transition at 23 6°C ± 1°C
The same transition has been shown upon AFM images (Fig
1) lo occur wilhm a wide range of temperatures, namely,
23°C-37°C At temperatures below the mam phase transi-
tion (20 1°C), the bilayer surface looks compact The small
holes serve to measure the bilayer height (in this particular
case, of 4 7 nm) Just after the mam transition temperature
(25 0°C), the phase has totally changed from the Lß phase
into the La phase in solution, as can be seen from the DSC
register, but iwo domains of different height A/I ~0 6 nm
(cross section) are observed m supported bilayers The whole
transition is over at 36°C, after Ihe second Iransilion has
taken place Therefore, whereas the mam transition takes
place in solution within a temperature range of ~3°C (DSC
register), the transition temperature range broadens up to
~14°C when phosphohpids bilayers are surface supported
Here it is worth pointing out that according to our data and
also on account of the results available in the literature
(48.49), increasing ionic strength gives rise to an increase in
the TM determination by DSC measurements m solution In
our case this shift is —0 3°C upon DSC measurements, but
unfortunately this variation is dilficult to assess when the
bilayers stand supported on a substrate, especially due to the
fací that under water, lipid bilayers do not form a continuous,
huge bilayer as stressed above An in-depth molecular
dynamics (MD) study concerning a finite number of phos-
pholipid and water molecules dealing with the evolution of
the interactions arising between them while varying Ihe
lemperalure would help us lo undersland the underlying
processes from an alomislic poml of view

Force spectroscopy on a supported DMPC bilayer

As above stated, lipid bilayers are shown to present
a discontinuity in Ihe force plot, this jump being related lo
Ihe tip penetration into the bilayer The force at which this
jump occurs is the maximum force that the membrane is able
to withstand before the onset of plastic deformation occurs,
and it is a refieclion of Ihe lateral forces that bind the
phosphohpid molecules togelher The question remains
open, however, of whether it is only the solid (gel) phase
thai can be punclured with Ihe AFM tip or if, in addition,
the liquid phase also shows a jump in the force curve Since
1,2 dioleoyl 3 Inmethylammonium-propane (DOTAP),
(rM = 0°C) (39,41), and 1,2 dioleoyl-jii-glycero 3 [phos
pho-L-senne] (DOPS), (7\, = -Il'C) (3839), bilayers
have been punctured and we have recently observed jumps
when indenting 1,2 dioleoyl sn glycero-3-phosphocholme
(DOPC) (7\, = -20°C) and DLPC (TM = -1°C) bilayers
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f t ) , A seems clear th.it the liquid phase presents enough
ordering ami cohesion (jumps ¿re reí iled to molecular or-
dering (SO)) to show, the breaklhrough l'ben the real chal-
lenging point to be addressed is the evolution of the ueld
lluishold force with temperature To deal with this question
we have formed a DMPC biUver onto a ta'shlv cleaved nuca
surface A2W 300 /d buffeted water diopkl was deposited
onto the sample and fhc surface was imaged to <heck the
presence of the bifaver Commuons btla>cr regions of ^'40
/urn were easil> treated after long deposition times ( ^5
mm) in high tontc strength solutions Once a good bilt>er
region, sv as chosen a ses of WJ consecutive forte plots over
different pSaec-s of the sample was performed lnierestiniïl>

>JOV ot the force turves presented the tump which imphes
that biUvers seit heaí within the liineol two successive ioice
pSols fn — 1 2 151 of ills, kucc piots, especial!} whs.il
conducted under high mute strength conditions a double
jump in the fot\c curve was observed ï his second jump vsas
interpreted «s a hpid bil nerformed on the Af M tip f î l > and
was tloselv related !o the- presente ot high ionic strcns<th
ccmdilions No relationship between the presence of such
•.econd (uinps and températures has been observed The
recoidmgs where two jumps have been obsersed have been
excluded for dala statistics Aftei having perfoimcd the force
piots the heater tempewiui« *as raided í C Then after
watung —4 1 mm lor temperature equilibration .mother
set of ^OOuHxcs VMS perroiirttd Dus pns-css was leptated
fiom ambient temperaiuics up to - 70 C XI) C The setup
was kept under high humidtt> conditions throughout the
experiment 11;* "í shows iour force cut v es obtaiiieif at dti
ferent temper «¡ires (a)2Z C,ih)2'} 5sC>(c) 109 C.andMj
52 4CC The jump is clearh observed as .t disconlimiity in
the force plot, and tt occurs at ~-l I 0 nN (a), at -1 ^ nN in
(/>) at -62 nN" (() and at ~1 8 nN (</} \ statistical data
ttt<i(intnt has been pcrloimed bs Sitting a Gaitsstan dism-

Plezo displacßtnant {nm]

í Kit Rt fvCHii^iot* CUIV-*! oí'íinttí «n j DMÍX su^x>itc(í
t-ílner-íldifitruiiUTnptnt ins <« ( 20 l ( t f r iWi f { )<tO'K amt«/i
52 4 C list it(xvi!i,)xiuin in tlu. loiu. ilMant!. ¡..in«, (t'teaktluuui.!)»
JÍUÍK ik s Ihr ¡sp pcfK'ír níor mu K!<, lípti tnl^tr «tuííí !m.t, u «hsch ¡(

t ¡k-s pl<icí h «afliMl >iíl Î i'irtsbot ! fwtt IK dmt d im«, huhf <>>)H !fk

button to the histogram oí the breakthrough forces obtained
for each sampied temperature The doited line highlights
the overall breakthrough force tendency as temperature is
invieased I u; 4 shows the evolution of the vield threshold
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Effect of Taropetaiute on Lipk) Bitayets

force for ihre« independent experiments (different tip. dif -
ferent sample!. Each point in the graph corresponds to
the Gaussian center z standard deviation. As can be ob-
served, the yield tltreshoid force occurs al -1.5-15 nN for
temperatures around 2(1^0. This is in accordance «¡ill the
results obtained m Garcia-Manyes et at. ( I ) for DMPC under
high ionic strength (14.9? ± ().(» nN). As temperature is
increased, the yield threshold value occurs at lower force,
ami it reaches a minimum in force at ~25-33'X' (~4.5-6
nN). This temperature range corresponds to the phase
transitions observed in supported bilayers, as Al-'M images
reveal (I;ig. I ) Sliil, in e\ery force plot the jump is observed,
ihus suggesting that even though (he yield threshold force
has sensibly decreased, the membrane has not lost its
compactness. Further increasing temperature leads to an
increase in the yield threshold force, up to —7 nN, When
temperature is further raised, it results in a more or less
constant yield threshold force or even in a slight decrease in
the breakthrough force, especially for temperatures >60BC.
Therefore, the general picture of the process yields a high
yield force value for temperatures belo« ?"M and a sudden
decrease in force at temperatures around 7'Nj. thus creating
a "well" in the plot around 7M. in each plot in Fig. 4 the
dark are.a region corresponds to the lemperatiitv range in
which the main transition phase has been observed upon
contact images, thus highlighting the correspondence be-
tween the surface phase transition regime and the force well
observed through force speclroscopy results. Upon rising
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temperature, the yield force rises again until a moa- or less
stable value within the liquid-like phase.

DMPC is a good candidate to study its nanomechanical
response within both solid-like and fluid-like phases and
especially around the main transition temperature since its
TM value, 23*C, and its expanded range 2?<!C-36°C when
bitayers are supported lies within ambient temperatures, Yet
it does not allow studying the yield threshold evolution with
température within the gel phase. To this aim v\e have
performed the same experiment with ÖPPC, which only
differs from DMPC in iwo more CH? groups in both
Hydrophobie tails, which implies a higher 7'M. —4TO (45).

Topographic evolution of a DPPC bilayer
with temperature

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the surface topography with
temperature. Ai wont température (well below the 7~M)
<24.5°C, f-'ig, 5 di the surface looks like the gel-phase
observed lor DMPC tFig. I a). Many "holes" or detects can
be observed, which allow us to measure the bilayer height
(—5.1 ninl. Those holes do not heal or disappear while
continuously scanning the surface in contact mode at ifns
temperature. However, as temperature is wised (Fig. 5 l>.
37.7'-'C) the number of detects is greatly reduced unti l they
completely disappear (f-'ig. S c, 3X.70O, thus implying
a lateral expansion (increase in the area/lipid value) of the
phospholipid molecules in the gel phase. At 44..SSC (Hg. 5 rf)

FtOt !RE 5 AF-M c»:»nt,i« HKHÍÍ miaja-* sauAvíng
îh? mai» phase Immiiion for ;i OPPC .suppi>ru'ii
inlavcr ujxm iiwting uic Mimpic ui! -I 5 v . >.i»
?7.7tr. M 3«.7*C, tit> 44.ST, (C! 4«.?-C, ./)
51. t'C. «)K.VC. {«>5<),t >C. aniJcix.»)^ hac!, to
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the If, phase starts to se párate from the louer (Und like /„
phase rhis / r phase expands as température is increased
(Fig *> t T 48 îrO until the lotal disappearance of ihe /^
phase (Fig 5 /", 7 ~ *>! 4<X) thus implying that the who!«
surface is covered by the thud-like pha.se On further healing
the sample, the liquid like phase is being disrupted i f ig s i;
52 9JC! by the appeaianre of a lower phase, winch cxpinds
and fmall) totallv covers the surface (hj *> ft, 594TJ
t mallv, upon cooling tl>e s\ stem back to Î4 2V~C the surface
recovers us compaci. initial i ^ phase ff-ig 5 ; i. Inteiestmgly
the solid like pha.se obtained altera heating cooling process
looks typically much ntore compati than the initial Lß phase,
pethaps on account oJ the better rearrangement of phospho
hpids due to the temperature effect, in this case the number
of defects or holes is tvpaaily smaller even though lltev are
higgei than those observed m the initial l¡¡ phase (fig 5 <f\
Regarding the mam phase transition, it occurs 41 8-51 5 ("
(first transition i and ^2-VTC (second transition) Regardless
oi whether both aie considered to he part oi the Lß —> Ln

transition (separate temperature ranges lor both btiaver
leaflets) or the second transition beme related to the for-
mation oi a fluid disoideied phase it is ilear that phase
transition occurs m surface within a range of !5 C, i e.
45-60^0 Overall, the observed process js in the case of
DPPC very stmil.tr to that observed by Leonenkoel al (2*)

Force spectroscopy on a DPPC btlayer

Once the surface topographic irur.Ktensucs and (heir depen
denee with temperature were well known, we performed
a force sjxcftoscopv experiment analogous to that pcrfonned
with DM PC The evolution o} the vield threshold force with
temperature for two independent experiments is shown m
Fig 6 At low temperature ( ~24X~) the yield threshold force
was found to be - 2^ 26 u\, which is apain m veiy good
.iccord.mce w ith the results obi Jined m Oarcia-\1an\es et a!
{I > Here we luv e to outline ihe high forte needed to penetrate
<i DPPC membrane m the solid like plwse Note that this iorce
is similar to the force needed to indent an alkali hahde single
crystal OS) thus hichhghtm« the strong Literal interactions
created between two otdeted neighboring phosphohpid
molecules Indeed, lorcx- experiments on Dl't'C biU>ors
were performed with a suffer camiiev er (0 5 N/m) to reach the
yield threshold torce point On increasing teni¡x-i<itui¿, still m
the solid-like phase, \ve observe a décroise m the vield
threshold force This decrease could be accounted for b> the
meiease in the area/hpid value with ternpei.ituie, w Im h is ¡n
accordance with the surface mobility ideleUs dl^appearance)
observation-, upon Al M «nages (í ig 5, a <md /)) Tlius the
highei the aica per lijttd \ .ilue 'less compact srructuie, reduced
Literal interaction between neigh boring molecules), the easier
tor the AFV1 tip lo penetrate the bdajer The yield threshold
foicc reaches its minimum (~5-7 tiN) at -4n'C '»(VC
irurther increasing teinperaiure wi thin the liquid like phase
does not seriously afteu the yield threshold force value It
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vanes around an average v,due of 6nN Dark areas in Fig 0
account for the temperature range in which phase transition
has }>een observed mitiica supported DPW bttavers thanks to
\FM conUct images In conclusion, we have observed that

for DPPC supported bdayus i¡, solid hke phase presents
a fnpfier mechanical stabtlitv than tluid-hke ph ¡se (the yield
thresh«¡id loice being up to ihictfoid greater in the Lfi phase
region than m the I ,„ region for temperatures 20 C below the
mam transition temperature I nl within the solid like phise.
s is,Id threshold value dcueasc's wuh meieasmg kmpcrature
This process may be actountcd foi h) the icduetion in area'
hpid value of the DPPC bifajcr as temperature is increased,
thus lowtnng laten) interaction between ueighbonng mole
cwles and in) the lower )ieldmieshold values occur also for
DPPC bila>crs m the temperature range where prutse
transitions aie taking place, yielding veiy similar lesidts ti t
those obtained lor D\fPC bilaveis
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Force spectroscopy on a DLPC biiayer

The two .studied lipid bitayers have a high TM, allowing us
to make a quantitative comparison oi (he evolution of the
\ietd threshold value between the gel and the liquid phase.
To conclude with, we have studied the tianomechanieal
behavior of a DLPC biiayer. w ith a T\\ value at a much lower
temperature ( •• 1 "Q. Therefore, we are dealing witlt the liquid
phase at temp« attires well above (20-íWC) "/"M. Fig. 7 o
shows a 5 X 5 ¿«rrr contact moue A FM image of the totally
covered surf «ice acquired at 25tiC. Here again in >$&%• of the
recordings, the jump in the force plot has been observed,
despite the liquid nature of the biiayer. An example is shown
in J-ig. ? b. where a foree-dislance curve for a DLPC biiayer
is observed. Tlte yield threshold is pointed ^viih an arrow.
The evolution of the yield threshold force with temperature
for two independent experiments (différent lips, different
sample» is shown in Fig. 7, c ami <1. At 23"'C the yield
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threshold is observed at ~x) nN, Increasing temperature
yiekls to a decrease m the yield threshold force until reaching
a minimum value at ~35°C (—5 nN}, Surprisingly, ai higher
temperatures the yield threshold force started to increase
until reaching maximum values iit the higher sampled tem-
peratures <-ll-O nN at 60~65"C¡. Tans unexpected, re-
producible behavior is indeed difficult to interpret, although
a possible explanation is discussed below.

A different effect of ion binding on the
nanomechanical response of the biiayer
in the L« and Lt, phases

Up to this moment we have dealt with the evolution of the
nanomcchanics of supported lipid hilayers with temperature.
AH the experiments were performed under high ionic
strength solutions (ISO mM NaCI + 20 inM MgClj, pH -
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7.4), m.'iiniy because i!, these experimental conditions mimic
physioiogic.il conditions, and also because ti), tonic strength
plavs- a key role upon btlayer deposition onto a mica surface
( 17). ! lowever. ionic strength (ion-binding el feet) plays a key
role in membrane rianomechanics This fact hits been
recently observed through MD simulations (49.52-56) and
also addressed by us in a recent woik (I) , Howcv«, most of
I bese VID simulations i\cre pcrfoimed in the liquid-like
phase for ihe studied phospholtpid Wavers. We now have
the chance of experimentally studying the role of tonic
strength on both the solid-like anct the liquid-luce phases
and to quantitatively compare the nanomechanical effect of
cation binding within the two different phases for irw same
phospholipid molecule. Although the role of ionic .strength
has been previously addressed for the solid-like phase ( 1 ).
showing -A great increase of the yield thie·Otold \ ¿lue as ionic
strength was added io the measuring system, the eifect of
ion-binding on the nanomechanics of the system h.ts not
been studied in the fluid-like phase Hg X <K shows the
evolution of the yield threshold force with temperature for
a OMPC-Mipported bilayer lormed and measured under high
ionic Mrength conditions- (l-»g. K a.blací. i irclei, í and formed
and measured in buffered water (nhite finie!,}. Both
experiments were conducted with the same tip. Although
ihe (rend is similar for both curves (both showing the well),
the curve obtained for the bilayer measured in water is
clearly .shifted to lower force values, thus indicating ihat
ionic strength has an eifect «i both ihe w>lid and the liquid
phases. However, the yield threshold foa'c difference within
Ihe solid phase ivcirítal ¡eft arrow) is much higher <â/\ ~
-"9 nNj than the duference found within the liquid phase
(A/-1, ™ — í nN), (\-eitital tight tirmw}. Similar results were
found when comparing the yield threshold force evolution
for a DPPC hitaver (Fig. 8 M when it was formed ¿md
measured under higher strength conditions (blaci, rr'r</«)
and in di.stilled water (while cinle\i. Within the soîid-iike
phase (renÍKil ít'fi an¡>ui. ihe yield threshold force
difference appears to be quite constat» within the temper-
ature range 22''C 42"C(S(<\ ~ ~13 1 5 nN> and higher than
the obseived diiterence within the hijtiid-iike phase <A/-"^ —
— i. 5-2.5 nN). 'llierefore. we come to the conclusion thai.
even though ion binding seems u> an have effect both in the
liquid and get phave. it is in the gel phase where its role is
enhanced the most.

DISCUSSION

A full interpretation «I the obtained reNu!t<; is not straightfor-
vvaid. A first qtwliUHne appioach could be made in terms of
A (area per molecule) \ »lue». Indeed, the ,1 values are known
Io be smaller (more packed structures) for the gel phase tfian
for the liquid-like phase. Iherelore. whereas,! ¡~ 47,2 ± 0 5
A" for fully hydmted DMPC bilayers at 10"C igel phase;
(44). it turns out to be A ~ 60.6 ± 0.5 A2 for fully hydraied
Huid phase at ?0°C ¡57). resultin» in a reduction of the 22l,ir
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in the gel ph:i.se with respect to the liquid phase. A similar
trend is. observed for DPPC bifayers, yielding A — 47.9 A"
for the pel phase t20°O tmd A M A: íe>> the fluid phase
í50"Q (2), A more packed structure results in an «»crease «I
the order parameter ¡ind to an enhancement of latera! iiner-
¡tfttons between neighboring gioups. As a consequence. the
observed experimental trend (a higher resistance of the
whole phospholipids network upon hieaktha)ugh in the gel
phase and a decrease oi the yield threshold value in the liquid
phase) is in good «jcctjrdance with area per hpid values
considerations. This simple interpretation can qualitatively
explain both the difference in yield threshold value between
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the solid phase and the liquid phase for a given phosphohpid
(DMPC and DPPC) and also within the solid phase (in the
case of DPPC) Nonetheless, there are two features in the
yield threshold force versus temperature plots that cannot be
explained only in terms of increasing the lateral area per lipid
values from the gel phase to the (luid phase On the one hand,
the graphs corresponding to DMPC (Fig 4) and to DPPC
(Fig 6) show a minimum m the yield threshold force at
temperatures close to their TM On the other hand, and
especially in the case of DLPC (Fig 7), the yield threshold
value increases at high temperatures (r > 50°C in the case of
DLPC) after a deep well

Concerning the (irst issue, u is clear that the membrane
is easier to be punctured (i e , becomes "softer", the
breakthrough event occurs at lower fortes) at temperatures
close to the mam transition temperature, resulting in a well in
the graph Therefore, it could also be considered that around
the TM. the membrane exhibits an "anomalous" softening
mechanical behavior In lact, many physical quantities have
been lound lo display an anomalous behavior around TM,
such as heat capacitance, f-potential (4), electnc conductiv-
ity (5), Na+ permeability (6), NMR order parameter (7), or
swelling (8) The latter is especially interesting since it has
been reported by various groups and is directly related to
structural and mechanical characteristics The experimental
observation that with decreasing temperature, Iluid-Iike, Ln,
DMPC and DPPC bilayers exhibit a nonlinear increase in
their lamellar repeat spacing, íl, oí 3—5 A, is known as
"anomalous swelling" (58) The origin of such swelling
has been a matter of scientific discussion for years, although
the most recent contributions tend to assess that it is the
expansion of the water layer (</w) rather than an expansion of
the hydrophilic phosphatidylcholme headgroup or an anom-
alous expansion of the hydrophobic tail, the last responsible
for this unexpected thickness increase (8) After excluding
the possibility that the anomalous expansion of J„ could be
attributed to changes in either the hydration or the van der
Waals force, Pabst and co-workers (8) came to the con
elusion through the measurement of the Caille fluctuation
parameter (17,) in multilamellar vesicles that the expansion of
c/w is due to stenc repulsion of bilayers caused by increased
fluctuations Similar conclusions were reached upon NMR
^H measurements, which have shown an "anomalous dis-
ordering" of the interbilayer water around the mam phase
transition (7,59) These observations, together with osmotic
pressure studies, conclude that bilayers soften m the vicinity
oí TM, experiencing increased levels of repulsion Overall,
these anomalies strongly suggest that lipid bilayers undergo
a significant structural rearrangement in the headgroup and in
the acyl chain regions around the mam transition Inter-
bilayer water and hydration processes seem to play a key role
upon membrane structural stability and seem to be strongly
correlated to the ordering in the headgroups as electron spin
resonance experiments confirm (9) Indeed, recent MD
simulation results demonstrate than 76% of DMPC mole-
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cules m the bilayer are linked by single or multiple water
bridges (60) and that DMPC headgroups also interact
directly via Coulombic interaction between negatively
charged phosphate or carbonyl oxygen atoms of another
molecule Those two short-range interactions present in the
liquid crystalline phase give nse lo long-lived clusters that
form an extended network of interactions among PC groups
(61) These interactions link 98% of all PC molecules in the
membrane, thus highlighting the role of PC headgroup-
headgroup interactions in the stability of the membrane
Besides, the presence of cations within the headgroup network
is likely to enhance even more such interactions between
neighboring headgroups (49,52,61) In any case, and even m
the absence of salt, for the reasons outlined above, it seems
clear that water plays a key role in membrane stability
Besides 2H NMR measurements (that pointed out the re-
duction in interbilayer water ordering at the mam phase
transition and interpreted this fact in terms of a coupling
between fluctuations in mlerbilayer water concentration and
lateral density fluctuations in the headgroup region), ESR
measurements show that ordering of the headgroups and
ordering of the interbilayer water are correlated (which is
consistent with the membrane picture revealed by MD
simulations) Furthermore, these results suggest that both
ordering of the headgroups and of the interbilayer water are
inversely correlated with the degree of hydralion ol lipid
bilayers At T/M, the ordering of headgroups and the ordering
of interbilayer water are the lowest, and the swelling of the
bilayers reaches their maximum by increasing hydration of
headgroups near the main phase transition, taking into
account that dehydration or hydration of bilayers is a
dynamic process of water moving between the mterbilayer
region and the bulk water phase This result is consistent
with the decrease in the yield threshold force observed upon
ethanol addition to the measuring solution ( I ) that is known
to decrease interbilayer water ordering (62)

Besides interbilayer water and hydration of the polar
groups several studies have been conducted regarding the
structure of the hydrocarbon chains of phosphohpid bilayers
around TM and Us effect on the mechanical behavior of PC
bilayers (61,64) More precisely, measurements of propertie
such as bending ngidity (A",.) (8) have concluded that
a softening of the bilayer takes place around T~M (65) Lee
et al (66) detected a decrease m Kí studying DPPC vesicles
at variable temperatures by means of optical methods around
DPPC transition temperature This fact had been previously
reported by Heimburg et al (67) by using Monte Carlo
simulations to study the mechanics of DPPC bilayers Thi
Kc variation was attributed to a hydrocarbon chain melting
around TM Previous works performed by Needham and Evans
(68.69) on the mechanics of giant vesicles suspended on
glass micropipettes highlighted the key role of hydrocarbon-
chain disorder in the DMPC vesicles transition process They
found an increase of the surface shear viscosity while de-
creasing temperature from liquid phase through 7"M until
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reaching gel phase, showing the softening of the bilayer
around TM Measurements of the widths of the bilayers in
diilerenl phases led us to conclude that there is some degree
ol rotamenc chain disorder as the bilayer approaches its
TM This panorama bome in mind, it seems quite clear that
around the TM hydrocarbon chain, headgroup and inter-
bilayer water, a key element upon membrane stability,
present the lowest ordering, which is again increased at
lower and upper temperatures Around 7M thus, the AFM tip
can penetrate the bilayer easier, and this is reflected in the
lower yield threshold force observed m Figs 4 and 6

The second sinking experimental observation is that the
yield threshold force increases at high temperatures (T >
50°C) for DLPC Of course, in the whole range of tem-
peratures, DLPC is in the L„ phase Therefore, due to the
enhancement ot stenc fluctuations and the increase of the
lateral area/lipid value with temperature, one would expect
a decrease of the yield threshold force with temperature This
trend is accomplished for temperatures 2CM5°C However,
as temperature is further increased, the yield threshold force
increases This experimental feature has been observed for
>10 individual temperature ramp series using different
samples and different tips, and the obtained results have been
always reproducible This experimental trend is presently
lacking interpretation There is, however, an extra parameter
that could (partially) account for this fact Although the
thickness of the mterbilayer water increases with tempera-
lure the membrane thickness, ¿/n, decreases with tempera
ture (8 70) Therefore the absolute value of the linear
thermal expansion coefficient, a, decreases linearly at high
temperatures (from 70°C to 40°C in the case of I-palmiloyl-
2-oleoyl-OT-glycero-3-phosphochohne (POPC)), indicating
reduced bilayer elasticity (70) In this case, then, the reduced
hydrocarbon chain elasticity term (higher bilayer stiffness)
would dominate over the entropie fluctuation term at tem-
peratures far above T~M, and it would be, therefore, the
hydrophobic chain that is mainly responsible for membrane
stability rather than the less-ordered headgroup moiety
Additional future work on this particular issue may help to
shed light onto this question

Regarding the role of ions upon membrane stability, recent
MD simulation results have demonstrated (49,52 13) that the
presence of cations (such as m the results presented here,
namely, Na ' and Ca2 ' ) m the phosphohpids network would
change drastically the structural and dynamical properties of
the PC membranes On average, every Na+ cation binds to
three carbonyl oxygens and to I -2 water oxygens Due to
their threefold increased size as compared to single lipids,
these complexes are less mobile As a consequence, a de
crease in the average area per lipid from 0 655 nm2 to 0 606
nm2 (>8%) is observed for POPC when Na+ cations are
introduced in the system, giving rise to a more compact
overall structure Indeed, the difference in the area per group
is also reflected by the ordering of the lipid hydrocarbon tails
(49,53) A similar case applied to Ca2 + , each Ca2 + cation
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binding to 4 2 PC heads on average Therefore, and according
to those MD simulations, the higher order structure promoted
by ions on the bilayer, which give nse to a réduction in
average area per lipid (higher compactness) and to a more
rigid structure (lower diffusion coefficient), may be the cause
for the higher membrane stability experimentally observed
through the nanomechamcal response of the system obtained
by force spectroscopy measurements (I) In this work, we
extend these results, mainly performed on the gel phase, to
the liquid-like phase, and we confirm that indeed ion binding
gives nse to a higher yield threshold lorce value within the
whole range of sampled temperatures However, the increase
in yield threshold force due to the presence of ions m the
measuring solution is much more evident m the gel phase
than in the liquid-like phase, probably due to the lower
distance between the neighbonng phospholipid molecules
forming the bilayer in the gel phase, which allows cations to
enhance even more lateral interactions between neighboring
molecules

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of temperature on the nanomechamcal properties
of supported lipid bilayers has been expenmentally studied
by force spectroscopy in a quantitative way We have related
the evolution of the force required to penetrate the bilayer
with an AFM tip (which is a direct measure of bilayer
compactness) with the structural phase transitions observed
upon AFM contact images The mam phase transition (Lß —>
L„) takes place in supported bilayers within a range of
temperatures of ~10—13°C Phase transitions have indeed
a clear mechanical effect on the stability ot the bilayer As
expected, the solid-like phase shows a much higher resistance
upon breakthrough than the fluid-like phase as proved for
DMPC- and DPPC supported bilayers Besides, although
temperature has a strong effect on the nanomechanics of the
solid-like phase, it does not have such a huge impact on the
yield threshold value in the liquid-like phase, at least for
a temperature range of 10-60°C above 7"M Interestingly, the
yield force versus temperature plot shows a well for tem-
peratures around T"M (in close relationship with AFM
images), and hence an anomalous mechanical softening
behavior has been assessed This unexpected behavior around
T"M has also been widely reported for many physical
quantities, thus indicating that the membrane undergoes
important structural changes within this temperature range
The interpretation of the nanomechamcal response of the
system within this temperature range has been performed m
light of the new available data provided with MD sim
ulations, which outline the role of water upon membrane
mechanical stability and also according to data provided with
other experimental techniques, mainly performed with
tnultilamellar systems and we are now relating them to
single supported bilayers Our results experimentally cor-
roborate the predictions that the membrane softens around
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rM on account of enhanced stenc repulsions because of the
decrease m headgroup ordering and also because of the
disorder induced in the hydrocarbon chains m the vicinity of
TM The anomalous trend observed for DLPC at high tem-
peratures still lacks full interpretation, although the increase
of bildyer stiffness at high temperatures could partially
account for the observed experimental results

Last but not least, the role of ion binding upon membrane
stability within the two different phases has also been dis-
cussed, suggesting that although ion binding increases the
yield threshold force within all ranges of temperature (and
different phases), u is in the gel phase where this effect is
more outstanding Summarizing, this work shows how tem-
perature-governed structural processes can have a mechanical
response at the nanometer/nanonewton scale and how phase
transitions have mechanical implications It also highlights
the use of temperature-controlled AFM for the study of
biologically relevant issues that are temperature dependent at
the nanometer scale

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

An online supplement to this article can be found by visiting
BJ Online at http //www biophysj org.
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5.4.6.1 Summary

This work was conceived to respond a really specific question concerning

the nature of the two consecutive phase transition processes observed in the paper

presented in section 5.4.5. As pointed out by Leonenko et al.359, it remained unclear

if the double transition process corresponded to the individual melting of the

leaflets that conform the bilayer or if it corresponded to two consecutive transition

concerning the whole bilayer. Trying to answer this question, we prepared

phospholipid LB monolayers and studied the transition process by means of

variable temperature AFM and Force Spectroscopy. Our results can be summarized

as follows.

• Only one transition process is topographically observed in the interval of

temperatures where two transitions are detected in bilayers. According to this,

we concluded that each transition corresponded to the individual melting of the

monolayers that compose the bilayer and not to a cooperative double transition
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which, possibly, would have given rise to two transition processes in the thermic

study of the monolayer.

• The trend of Fv vs. temperature curves is very similar to that obtained for

bilayers but the measured Fv values are two orders of magnitude lower. This fact

points out the incredible stability reached by bilayers respect to monolayers and

why they have been chosen by nature to fulfill such demanding structural duties

in cells.

• Experiments involving temperature cycles around TM demonstrated that the

transition from La to Lß is a nucleation and growth process, as hexagonal

phospholipid microscopic structures were topographically detected by means of

low interaction AM-AFM.
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ABSTRACT

The topographic evolution of supported DPPC monolayers with temperature has been
followed by AFM in liquid environment, revealing the presence of only one phase transition
event around 46°C. This finding is a direct experimental proof that the two phase transitions
observed in the corresponding bilayers correspond to the individual phase transition of the two
leaflets composing the bilayer. The transition temperature and its dependency on the measuring
medium (liquid saline solution or air) is discussed in terms of changes in van der Waals,
hydration and hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions, and it is directly compared with the
transition temperatures observed in the related bilayers under the same experimental conditions.
Force spectroscopy allows us to probe the nanomechanical properties of such monolayers as a
function of temperature. These measurements show that the force needed to puncture the
monolayers is highly dependent on the temperature and on the phospholipid phase, ranging from
120±4 pN at room temperature (liquid condensed phase) to 49±2 pN at 65°C (liquid expanded
phase), which represents a two orders of magnitude decrease respect to the forces needed to
puncture DPPC bilayers. The topographic study of the monolayers in air around the transition
temperature revealed the presence of boundary domains in the monolayer surface forming 120'
angles between them, thus suggesting that the cooling process from the liquid expanded to the
liquid condensed phase follows a nucleation and growth mechanism.

INTRODUCTION

Physicochemical properties of biomembranes have been a matter of extensive
research along the years. The elucidation of the transport processes across these structures as
well as the understanding of the cell surface functionality has become common ground for
interdisciplinary studies concerning physics, chemistry and biology. Although biomembranes are
known to be heterogeneous in composition, phospholipid molecules are the predominant species.
Therefore, the study of the physicochemical properties of phospholipid assemblies, both in the
bilayer and monolayer forms, was shown to be crucial to the comprehension of model
membranes.

Understanding the effect of mechanical stress on biological membranes is of
fundamental importance since cells are known to naturally perform their function under the
effect of a complex combination of forces (1). Indeed, the chemical composition of such
membranes is the main responsible for determining their architecture, while guaranteeing the cel!

mechanical stability (2). In order to decipher the partial contribution of the membrane onto the
overall cell mechanical integrity, several studies have been focused on the study of lipid bilayers
since they correctly mimic cell membranes up to an extent (3). So far, lipid bilayers have been
extensively studied from a mechanical point of view. In the mesoscopic range, calorimetric
experiments (4) and the development of techniques to manipulate giant vesicles have renderec
experimental quantitative values for membrane curvature modulus and hydrodynamic shear
viscosity (5-8). Down to the nanoscale, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and related technique;
have become really useful so as to characterize the topography of Supported Planar Bilayers
(SPBs), that is. bilayers deposited on a flat surface, typically SiOi, highly oriented pyrolitic
graphite or mica (9-12) with nanometer resolution.
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Besides, AFM in its Force Spectroscopy mode offers the possibility to extremely
locally compress a supported bilayer with an AFM probe while precisely controlling the applied
force with pN resolution. The analysis of the probe deflection during the compression process
allows to study the clastic and plastic behavior of the bilayer. Several works have observed that
the AFM probe can puncture the bilayer (13-15) provided that a certain threshold force is
applied, giving rise to a discontinuity or "jump" in the force-extension curve. The force at which
the bilayer breaks (yield threshold force. Fv) can be considered as a fingerprint of the
phospholipid phase, as it is intimately related with the intermolecular forces arisen between the
phospholipid molecules, the substrate and the surrounding medium.

Along these lines, uc recently reported (16) that an increase of the ionic strength in
the measuring medium resulted in a higher /•', value due to a reduction of the arca/lipid ratio as
predicted by molecular dynamics calculations ( 17), thus highlighting the key ro!e of electrostatic
and van der Waals interactions in the bilayer compactness. Moreover, the interaction of the
solvent with the phosphocholine polar heads and its ke> role in the overall bilayer stability has
also been explored.

In a following work, the evolution of such /•', value has been related to the changes in
the topographic evolution of DMPC and DPPC SPBs (18). Previous Differential Scanning
Calorimclry (DSC) experiments on DPPC liposomes established that there is a main transition
between two lamellar phases while raising the temperature, the solid-crystalline (L¡i) and the
liquid-crystalline (!.„) state, which are characteri/ed by a quasi-hexagonal array packing (solid)
and a higher molecular motion (liquid), respectively ( 19). The phase transition of DPPC SPBs on
mica has also been topographically followed by means of variable temperature AFM (20),
yielding two consecutive transitions. It was proposed that the first observed phase transition
could correspond to the main Li(-Lu transition and that the second one could be adscribed to a
further transition accurring at high temperatures yielding to a highly disordered fluid phase. By-
contrast, further studies suggested that the two transitions could correspond to the individual
melting of the DPPC leaflets that compose the bilayer (21). The low temperature transition was
related to the melting of the leaflet that is far from the surface (distal leaflet), less stable than the
leaflet in contact with the mica surface (proximal leaflet). Force Spectroscopy experiments on
DPPC SPBs have been directly related to the bilayer topographical changes as the temperature is
changed (18). While in the Lp solid phase /•',, decreases steadily as temperature increases reaching
a minimum around transition temperature (Tu), in the L„ liquid phase F,. tends to plateau at a
value slightly higher than that measured at 7 \ / ( 18). I hese experiments concluded that b\ is an
excellent experimental parameter to unambiguously characteri/e phospholipid phase transitions
at the nanometer scale.

The nature of the two consecutive phase transitions observed in the bilayers could be
elucidated by reproducing the same experiment with the respective monolayers. Furthermore,
studying the thermal and mechanical response of single monolayers at the nanometer scale
would help to shed light not only onto the phase transition phenomena, but also onto the more
general study of the interactions arising between the involved interfaces (i.e.. the surface, the
monolayer and the liquid environment) and also between well-defined neighboring molecules.
Ail these interactions arc much more complex in the bilayer case, as curvature and asymmetry
issues have to be taken into account.
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DPPC monolayers have been extensively studied by using several methods such as
light scattering (22-24) and spectroscopic techniques (25, 26). The use of fluorescent lipid
analogs that dissolve preferentially in the liquid expanded (LE) phase permitted the
morphological study of Langmuir monolayers while being compressed in the air-water interface
(27). The shapes of the domains are characteristic for each pressure and therefore representative
of the aggregation state of the DPPC monolayer. Similarly, by depositing the monolayer at the
desired surface pressure onto a solid surface, AFM enables not only to visualize but to gain
insight into the nanostructure of the DPPC monolayer (28-32). Interestingly, DPPC is one of the
major constituents of the pulmonary surfactant, a coating with extremely demanding mechanical
properties and where the air-water interface plays a biologically relevant role.

The aim of the present work is twofold. On the one hand, we aim to get further
insight into the understanding of the physics underlying the two phase transitions described for
SPBs. In brief, we are interested in elucidating whether the two consecutive phase transitions
measured in variable temperature AFM experiments involve the separate melting of each of the
two lipid leaflets composing the bilayer or if, on the contrary, two cooperative and consecutive
phase transitions take place: the first one corresponding to the transition from the solid phase to
liquid phase and the second one corresponding to the transition from liquid phase to liquid
disordered phase. On the other hand, we aim to characterize the nanomechanical properties of
Langmuir-Blodgett phospholipid monolayers using force spectroscopy. In particular, we aim to
correlate the mechanical properties of such monolayers with their thermodynamics phase as a
function of temperature. These experiments serve as the ideal platform to compare the
mechanical properties of bilayers and monolayers under the same experimental conditions, and
to test the additivity of the process. Last but not least, we endeavor to topographically
characterize the reversible nucleation and growth processes during the first stages of phase
formation, which is a direct signature of molecular reorganization involved during the main
phase transition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation

The lipid (Avanti Polar Lipids, AL, USA) was dissolved in chloroform-methanol
(3:1, v/v) to a final concentration of 1 mg-mL"1. The preparation of the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB)
films of DPPC was performed in a 312 DMC Langmuir-Blodgett trough manufactured by NIMA
Technology Ltd. (Coventry, England). The trough was placed onto a vibration-isolated table
(Newport, Irvine, CA, USA) and enclosed in an environmental chamber. The subphasc (ISOmM
NaCl + 20mM MgCb, pH~7.4 with lOmM Hepes/NaOH) was filtered with a Kitasato system
(450 nm pore diameter) before use. The same buffer solution was used as liquid medium for
imaging and force spectroscopy measurements. The resolution of surface pressure measurement
was ±0.1 mN-m-1. In all experiments the temperature was maintained at 24.0±0.2°C by an
external circulating water bath. Before each experiment, the trough was washed with chloroform
and rinsed thoroughly with purified water. The cleanliness of the trough and subphase was
ensured before each run by cycling the full range of the trough area and aspirating the air-water
surface while at the minimal surface area, to zero surface pressure.
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The corresponding aliquots of lipid were spread, drop by drop, onto subphase solution
with a microsyringe Hamilton (Reno, NV). A period of 15 min was required to allow the solvent
to evaporate before the experiment was started. The compression barrier speed to the final
surface pressure was 5 cm" min" . LB films were transferred onto freshly cleaved mica, lifting the
substrate at a constant rate of 1 mm-min"1. The transfer ratios were evaluated and were near the
unity, indicating that the mica was practically covered with the monolayer.

Temperature-controlled AFM imaging

AFM experiments were performed with a Multimode microscope (Digital
Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) controlled by a Nanoscope IV electronics (Digital Instruments,
Santa Barbara, CA). Due to the softness of the monolayers, images were acquired in tapping
mode (TM-AFM). V-shaped Si3N4 cantilevers (OMCL TR400PSA, Olympus, Japan) with a
nominal spring constant of 0.08 N/m were used in liquid operation, while beam-shaped silicon
oxide tapping tips (37th series B cantilever, MikroMasch, Portland, OR) with a nominal spring
constant of 0.3 N/m were used in air. Images were acquired at minimum vertical force, that is,
maximizing amplitude setpoint value while maintaining vibration amplitude as low as possible.
Variable temperature experiments were performed attaching a temperature controller stage
(Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) to the piezo-scanner. This device consists of a heating
element placed below the magnetic sample holder and maintained at a fixed temperature (range:
from room temperature up to 250°C, resolution: 0.1 °C, accuracy: 3%. temperature drift:
±0.25°C). A water-ethanol fluid circuit refrigerates the piezo-scanner. It is very important to note
that the heating element temperature is lower than the temperature of the sample surface; in order
to operate in liquid environment, it is necessary to glue the mica surface to a Teflon disk that is
glued to a metallic sample holder. The difference between the controller temperature and the real
temperature of the sample surface can be as much as a 25% depending on the thickness of the
Teflon and the epoxy glue. As a consequence, it is mandatory to calibrate sample holders
individually before performing the measurements. To do that, a clean mica sheet is glued on the
sample holder and a buffer droplet is spread on the surface as in a real experiment. Then, mica
surface temperature is measured by a thermocouple (Cole Palmer thermocouple thermometer
EW-91100-20 DigiSense; Resolution: 0.1 °C, accuracy: ±0.25%, provided with Omega Precision
Fine Wire Thermocouples) mounted in direct contact with the mica and a temperature ramp is
performed so as to obtain the temperature factor between the controller temperature and the mica
surface temperature. Upon imaging, temperature was varied from room temperature up to 80°C.
Before acquiring every image, we waited 5 minutes in order to reach the equilibrium temperature
of the system, although in ~I min. temperature remained stable. After capturing an image, the tip
was lifted 30 urn from the surface and the sample was heated to the next temperature.

Roughness measurements

Roughness can be expressed in several ways, being the mean roughness (Ra) and the
root mean square (Rq) the most representative ones:
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where N is the total number of points within the given area, Z, is the pixel height value in the z
axis and Zave is the average of all Z, values within the given area. Rq can be expressed as

The tendency of Ra and Rq as temperature increased is similar. Then, and for the sake of
simplicity, only Ry measurements will be discussed but both values (Ra and Rq) are presented in
Fig. 2.

Force spectroscopy

Force spectroscopy measurements in liquid media were performed using V-shaped
Si3N4 tips (OMCL TR400PSA, Olympus, Japan) with a nominal spring constant of 0.08 N/m.
However, individual spring constants were calibrated using the thermal noise routine (33)
implemented in a MFP-1D atomic force microscope (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA).
Typically 150-200 force plots were recorded at each temperature and they were performed
maintaining the laser spot in the same position on the cantilever in order to keep constant the
corresponding photodetector sensitivity (V/nm), which was calculated for each temperature (34).
All spectroscopy experiments were performed at a constant cantilever linear velocity of 0.5 \im/s
in order to avoid any velocity-dependent effect. Tip radius was individually measured by
imaging a faceted silicon grating (Mikromasch, Ultrasharp, TGG01, Silicon oxide 3 urn pitch),
obtaining values ranging from 15 to 35 nm. Applied vertical forces (F) are given by F= kc x A
where A is the cantilever deflection and kc is the cantilever spring constant. The surface
deformation is given as penetration (¿) evaluated as ö = z - A, where z represents the piezo-
scanner displacement. X, Y, Z- piezo motion was calibrated with a DI silicon oxide grid (STR10-
1800P), 180 nm deep, 10 urn pitch.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

LC-LE phase transition.

DPPC monolayers were transferred to a mica surface at a surface pressure of 30
mN/m, which is considered a biologically relevant surface pressure (35). To ensure the correct
transfer onto the mica substrate, a freshly prepared sample was scratched with the AFM tip and
vertical distance of ca. 2 nm between the top of the layer and the bottom of the trench was
obtained as it is shown in the supporting information. Although the height measurement was
acquired in TM-AFM (contact mode was too aggressive for this monolayer), its thickness
corresponds reasonably well with values elsewhere reported for DPPC (36, 37).
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In order to investigate the topographic changes that DPPC monolayers undergo
because of temperature changes, Fig. I shows a series of TM-AFM monolayer surface images in
liquid environment as temperature is raised from 33.1°C up to 55.3°C, which corresponds to the
temperature interval at which the phase transition of DPPC bilayers is expected. Fig. la and \b
were acquired at 33.TC and 43.6°C respectively and the topographic images reveal a
homogeneous and flat DPPC monolayer. As a reference, the 7t/ measured for DPPC liposomes
in solution is 41.5°C (38). Upon raising the temperature up to 45.4°C, the topography undergoes
a sudden roughness increase that can be already appreciated by visual inspection of Fig. I c. The
same topographic features are still observed at 47.8°C (Fig. Id). This topographic change is
likely to correspond to the monolayer phase transition, which will be further investigated in a
roughness analysis of the surface. With increasing temperature, the topography undergoes a new
change as it can be observed in Fig. \e and Fig. I/, acquired at 51.6°C and 55.3°C respectively. In
both ¡mages the sample appears to be totally flat again.

A monolayer phase transition implies a range of temperatures in which both LC and
LE phases coexist. As LC and LE phases have different thickness values (39, 40), the images
involving the coexistence of two phases should show a sharp increase in roughness with respect
to the images in which the monolayer remains in a single phase (either LC or LE phase). The
roughness analysis of the images shown in Fig. 1 is depicted in Fig. la in terms of Rq and Ra. At
33.1°C, Rq was 0.9 nm and this value decreased down to 0.6 nm at 43.6°C. This roughness
decrease is consistent with an increase in phospholipid mobility. Indeed, fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching experiments on egg-phosphocholine monolayers and bilayers (41) showed
that phospholipid diffusion coefficient increases with temperature and that it also depends
strongly both on the nature of the phospholipid polar head and the surface pressure of the
monolayer (42, 43), mainly due to different electrostatic interactions between polar heads.
Therefore, the decrease in roughness as temperature approaches TM can be easily attributed to the
promotion of the DPPC diffusion. Recent bending rigidity studies on DPPC giant liposomes
showed that the value of this mechanical magnitude decreases steeply in the range of
temperatures from the so-called pretransition temperature to TV (5), according to the predictions
of a previous model (44). These results were interpreted as the bilayer softening due to
hydrocarbon chains melting, process that increases the homogeneity of the monolayer and,
consequently, its surface smoothness (which would give rise to a decrease in roughness value).

As it is shown in figure 2a, between 43.6°C and 51.6°C. Rq increased by a factor of 3
(from -0.7 nm up to -2.5 nm). This observation may be accounted for as a result of the
coexistence of the LC-LE phases, therefore implying a difference in the respective thickness
value for the monolayer in both LC and LE phases. ln-situ AFM variable temperature
experiments performed by Feng et al. showed that the height decrease due to the transition of
each of the leaflets present in a DPPC bilayer is 0.37 nm (45) and Charrier et al. (46) reported
values of 0.4-0.7 nm for DMPC bilayers. This height change is attributed to the increase of the
tilting angle of the DPPC molecule respect to the surface perpendicular as transition takes place
(a 25° angle ti l t ing was calculated for LC phase (47). The phase transition also implies the
hydration of the polar heads as the molecules fluidize (40). Hence, the coexistence of two phases
with different tilting angle (LC and LE phase) during the transition are very likely to be
responsible for the increase in roughness observed between 43.6°C and 51.6°C in the case of the
DPPC monolayers under study. At higher temperatures roughness decreases again, which is
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consistent with the higher mobility of the LE phase respect to the LC phase. Therefore,
roughness measurements seem to be a reliable experimental signature of the processes (phase
transition) that the surface undergoes at the nanometric scale.

Four independent sets of experiments as those shown in Fig. 1 were performed,
confirming that DPPC monolayers only undergo one phase transition in contrast with the two
transitions observed for DPPC bi layers in previous works. The transition temperature range is
reproducible from sample to sample, being always observed between 43 and 52CC. One phase
transition in monolayers directly supports the hypothesis about the individual melting of the two
DPPC leaflets being responsible for the two transitions observed in bilayers. The other suggested
possibility, that is, two consecutive phase transitions involving each one the whole bilayer,
would probably have also led to two transitions in the case of the monolayer.

Several transition temperatures were reported in the past for DPPC bilayers under
different conditions. Values of 42.4°C and 44.8°C for SPBs adsorbed onto mica flakes were
obtained by means of DSC (31), both transitions being above DPPC liposomes rw(41.5°C), and
were attributed to the individual melting of the two DPPC leaflets. The higher transition
temperatures of SPBs with respect to the non-supported liposomes were interpreted as a
stabilizing effect due to the electrostatic interactions arisen between the bilayer and the mica
surface. Other authors obtained in situ AFM evidence of two DPPC SPBs phase transitions in
water. Leonenko et al. (20) reported a temperature range of 42°C-60°C, while Keller et al. (21)
reported values from 37.8°C to 53.5°C for a mixture of DPPC and another phosphocholine. We
have recently observed two transitions between 44.8°C-59.4°C in experiments that mimic a
physiological environment (18), which is also used here. Then, and assuming that the two
transitions correspond to the individual melting of the two DPPC leaflets, the high temperature
transition in the bilayer should correspond to the LC-LE transition of the proximal leaflet. Fig.
2b shows for comparison the roughness analysis of a series of DPPC bilayer topographic images
performed at variable temperature (18). Comparing the phase transition temperature intervals,
marked with gray rectangles in tig. 2a and 2b. it can be seen that the DPPC monolayer transition
lies between the two transitions observed in the DPPC bilayer. Comparing the proximal leaflet
transition with the monolayer transition is interesting because both the proximal leaflet and the
monolayer share the same phosphocholine-mica interface but have a different medium
sorrounding the alkyl chain (proximal leaflet is covered by another phospholipid leaflet with
alkyl chains facing downwards while the monolayer is surrounded by an aqueous solution). As
shown in Fig. 1, monolayer transition occurs from 43.6 to 51.6°C, while proximal leaflet
transition takes place between 52°C and 59°C (18). This fact, besides the experimental evidence
of a strong coupling between the two DPPC leaflets during phase transition (19) and the
roughness measurements that place the monolayer transition temperature between the two
transitions observed in the bilayer, suggests that the distal monolayer stabilizes the proximal
monolayer because of van der Waals interactions between the alkyl chains of the two
monolayers, providing a stable, highly hydrophobic environment. Moreover, the monolayer ha
an unstable hydrophobic-hydrophilic interface because of the contact between the alkyl chains
and the aqueous environment (48). In order to experimentally test the importance of the alkyl
chains-medium interface in the transition temperature, several DPPC monolayers were imaged at
variable temperature, but now in air. As in liquid, one transition was observed but now T\¡
ranged from 48°C to 51°C (3 different experiments with freshly prepared samples). This implies
a reduction of the transition temperature range (from 43°C-51°C in liquid to 48°C-51°C in air)
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and also a ~4°C increase in the mean transition temperature. Air, which is more hydrophobic
than an aqueous solution, stabilizes the alkyl chains of the DPPC monolayer, which translates
into a TKÍ increase. These results experimentally prove the key role that interactions arisen in the
sample interphase play in the physicochemical properties of molecularly thin structures, as is the
case of DPPC monolayers.

Topography of DPPC domain edges at variable temperature imaged in air

In order to explore the homogeneity of the extracted Langmuir-Blodgett films and to
study the topographic changes around TM, the same experiment presented in Fig. 1 was repeated
although this time in air conditions. Fig. 3a shows a DPPC monolayer at room temperature after
LB film extraction and deposition imaged by TM-AFM. This image is similar to the one
obtained in aqueous buffer environment (Fig. la), although now the presence of geometrical
patterns on the monolayer is evident (some of them were marked with black arrows in Fig.Sa to
guide the eye). As temperature was increased beyond TM (Fig. 3b), these features disappeared,
yielding a flat surface. Then, the temperature was decreased to 30°C (Fig. 3c) and new
geometrical patterns appeared again. The presence of patterns in the LC phase and its
disappearance in the LE phase suggests that they form part of the structure of the monolayer and
that they are related to the LC-LE phase transition process. Interestingly, as the cartoon in Fig.
3d shows, the patterns observed in Fig. 3c form 120° angles between them. Several works have
been devoted in the past to the study of domain boundaries in organic monolayers (49),
phospholipid structures (44, 50) and, specifically, DPPC LBs morphology has been studied
during compression experiments. McConlogue (51) showed AFM images of DPPC structures on
liquid subphase extracted at surface pressures ranging from 3.8 mN/m to 7.5 mN/m and
corresponding to the region of LE-LC phase coexistence. As pressure increased, the LC phase
domains grew at expense of the LE phase. Finally, only a film of LE phase separated the LC
nuclei, which formed angles ca. 120° between them. As noted, the repulsive interaction between
the growing LC phase nuclei can be counteracted if enough pressure is applied (56), which leads
to the final fusion of these solid nuclei. Our results suggest that if a high enough pressure is
applied (30 mN/m in our case), LC domains can merge and the domain boundaries between
different nuclei are the patterns observed in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3c. Indeed, hexagonal shapes were
recently reported (45) during the melting of DPPC bilayers monitored by in-situ AFM
observations and attributed to the phospholipid intrinsic molecular packing.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that domain boundaries have been
imaged in a phospholipid monolayer. The structure of the domain boundary is still unclear, but it
is likely to assume that it is formed by disordered DPPC molecules that were forced to occupy
the mismatch between colliding LC phase domains, as it was suggested after electron diffraction
measurements on phospholipid bilayers (57). In our experiments, as the temperature increases
above TM and the monolayer changes from LC to LE phase, DPPC molecules mobility increases
and the domain boundaries disappear (Fig. 36). Interestingly, the presence of domain boundaries
was not observed in DPPC monolayers imaged in liquid environment at any temperature, which
suggests that the aqueous medium relaxes the mechanical tension formed in the domain
boundaries as the monolayer is compressed from LE to LC phase (mechanical extraction
process) or the phase transition from LE to LC phase takes place (temperature controlled
process). As noted before, the presence of water destabilizes the alkyl chain-medium ¡nterphase,
thus reducing the phase transition temperature respect an air interphase. Therefore, it is
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reasonable to think that LC phase mobility is higher in aqueous medium, leading to defect-free
LC domain boundaries. An important conclusion from our findings is that the temperature
controlled solidification process undergone in temperature controlled AFM experiments leads to
the presence of domain boundaries, as well as the surface pressure controlled solidification
process (compression in the LB trough), that is, in both cases, a nucleation and growth of the LC
phase process takes place. Future work should be done to establish the dependence of shape and
size as a function of LB compression rate and cooling rate, as well as to explore the presence of
domain boundaries in different polarity liquid media in order to discern the nature of the
interphase forces responsible for the monolayer relaxation.

Force spectroscopy at variable temperature

So far, the topographic changes that the monolayer undergoes as a function of
temperature have been studied. Roughness analysis of the topographic images reveals to be a
sensitive tool able to detect the main transition temperature undergone by the monolayer.
However, roughness analysis provides only information about the topographic changes that take
place in the surface. Rather, force spectroscopy through force-extension curves allows to gather
additional quantitative information regarding the interaction forces arisen between neighboring
molecules and also to gain further insight into the mechanical properties of the substrate with pN
and subnanometric resolution. The force at which the substrate breaks, the so-called threshold
force, F}, is the maximum force that the substrate is able to withstand before breaking, i.e., it
marks the end of the elastic regime and the onset of the plastic deformation. In the case of lipid
bilayers, we have shown that Fy is able to accurately fingerprint the bilayer phase transitions,
since they involve a drastic molecular rearrangement, thus implying a change in the
¡ntermolecular interaction forces. In order to further understand the phase transition process in
the case of the studied DPPC monolayers, we have performed multiple vertical force vs. piezo
displacement (FvD) curves on the monolayers, yielding experimental curves as the one shown in
Fig. 4. In this force plot, the force applied on the sample is recorded against the tip-sample
distance (FvP curve). This curve is obtained from the raw force vs. piezoelectric displacement
curve shown in the inset as described in the Materials and Methods section. In each curve, the
vertical force, which is proportional to the cantilever deflection, remains 0 prior to the contact
between tip and sample, marked as point /. Then, vertical force increases as the tip compresses
the monolayer until F} value is reached and the tip penetrates the monolayer (point 2). The jump
in the force-penetration curve can be directly correlated with the thickness of the monolayer (55,
58). The initial region of the FvP curve in Fig. 4 corresponds to the physical compression of the
monolayer and to the electrostatic interaction arisen because of the slightly negative charge of
the tip (56) and the weak electrical double layer promoted by the phosphocholine zwitterionic
headgroups and the mica surface. Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek theory (DLVO) was
applied elsewhere (16) to estimate the forces arising between a l,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocholine (DMPC) bilayer and a ShN4 tip as a function of the ionic strength of the
medium. Due to the low charge of the Si3N4 tip (0.032 C/m2) (56), the interaction forces are in
the pN range in bilayers. In the case of DPPC monolayers, interaction forces are much lower
because phosphocholine polar headgroups, which are responsible for the formation of a charged
interface between the membrane and the solution in bilayers, are directed towards mica in
monolayers while the apolar alkyl tails, showing no dipolar moment and consequently not
structuring an electric double layer, are exposed to the aqueous medium. As a result, the effect of
electrostatic interactions is negligible in DPPC monolayers. Nevertheless, as the electrical double
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layer is practically independent of temperature for small temperature increments, Fy variation
with temperature is only due to monolayer structural changes, that is, to its mechanical
properties. Finally, the breakthrough event is detected as a sudden 2-3 nm penetration, which
compares well with the nominal thickness of the DPPC monolayer (57) and to our scratching
measurements. After penetration, the tip contacts the mica that is beneath the monolayer (13, 58)
and the slope of the exerted FvP curve tends to oo.

Fig. 5a shows the dependence of FY vs. temperature. FvD curves were performed
from room temperature to 65°C at ~8°C intervals. Each point is the Fy average value of 150-200
individual measurements performed in several different spots on the sample surface and the error
bars stand for 2al^N, being a the standard deviation and N the number of measurements
(examples of the F} histograms obtained are depicted in Fig. 56, corresponding to measurements
performed at Sb.l) 21.2°C, 5b.2) 46.4°C and 5A.3) 67.7°C. This experiment was performed
several times on different freshly prepared samples obtaining similar results. In order to relate Fy

variations with the phase transitions detected in topographic ¡mages shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 5a has
been divided into three regions as in a previous work (18): LC phase, phase transition range and
LE phase. At room temperature, Fy is 120±4 pN. This force steadily decreases as temperature
increases, reaching 88±3 pN at 38°C near the upper temperature limit of the LC phase. During
the phase transition there is a further diminution of Fy value, reaching 53±2 pN at 53°C. Finally,
after completing the transition, the monolayer stays in a LE phase and Fy stabilizes around 49±2
pN at 65°C.

Three important conclusions arise from these data; Firstly, Fy value is much higher in
the LC phase than in the LE phase. Secondly, Fy continuously decreases as temperature
increases, both in the LC phase and during the transition and thirdly, Fy ranges roughly from
-120 to -40 pN for DPPC monolayers, while it ranges from -25 nN to -7 nN in DPPC bilayers
in the same range of temperatures and under the same experimental conditions.

The two first conclusions are in agreement with a previous work concerning DPPC
bilayers (16), where a similar trend was observed and attributed to the weakening of lateral
interactions between alkane chains due to thermal energy and to the reduction of water bridges
(59, 60) and electrostatic interactions between polar heads during the phase transition. The
weakening of lateral alkyl-alkyl interactions results in an increase in the area per molecule, that
is, a decrease in the compactness of the monolayer, which translates into an increase in the
molecular mobility as previously commented in Fig. 2 (61), where LC phase roughness
decreases before reaching the phase transition.

Consequently, the weakening of lateral interactions between molecules translates into
a Fy reduction. Different factors account for the notorious difference in mechanical properties
between DPPC monolayers and bilayers; first of all, the monolayers expose the hydrophobic
alkyl chains towards the aqueous solution. It has been experimentally demonstrated that the
interactions water-alky 1 chains are 10 times weaker than the interaction between water molecules
(48), leading to an interphase that destabilizes the monolayer. Conversely, the bilayer exposes
the polar zwitterionic headgroups towards the solution, which is a favorable interaction in terms
of hydrophilicity. Besides, ions also play an important role stabilizing phosphocholine heads
(16), as it has been also studied by molecular dynamics, concluding that up to 3 phosphate
moieties can be coordinated by each Na+ ion (17). Additional experimental observations
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concluded that the self-diffusion of l-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine decreases due to
the presence of NaCl in the medium (62) and that polar headgroups orientation is also perturbed
(63). which confirms the key role that free charges play in the stability of bilayers. Another
factor that improves bilayer cohesion is the hydrophobic interaction between the alkyl chains of
the two leaflets, as detected studying lipid diffusivity by means of fluorescence techniques (64).
Nevertheless, this can be a minor issue in the stability of the bilayer, as lipid diffusion studies
concerning DPPC bilayers (52) suggest that the hydrophobic interactions between the two lipid
leaflets are weaker than the interactions between the lower leaflet and the (silica) substrate.

In order to relate the DPPC monolayer structure with the measured Fy values,
different interactions should be considered, namely electrostatic and van der Waals forces.
Because of the mica surface negative charge (53) and the positive charge of the choline
headgroups (phosphocholine is a zvvitterionic headgroup with the choline positive charge facing
towards the mica surface), electrostatic interactions arise. Nevertheless, it was observed by
several techniques such as neutron reflectivity (65, 66) and fluorescence interference-contrast
microscopy (67, 68) that there is a sandwiched water layer with a thickness ranging from 10 to
30 A between the substrate and the phospholipid bilayers. Related experiments concerning the
effect of pH and ionic strength in bilayer spreading on oxides revealed that the equilibrium
distance between the polar heads and the substrate surface is ~1 nm (69) and that this gap is ful l
of water molecules. Although there is some controversy about the level of water organization
forced by the substrate (70), the presence of structured water on the surface of mica and silica
was proved by scanning polarization force microscopy, sum-frequency-generation vibrational
spectroscopy (71) and Monte Carlo simulations (72). As a consequence, the water layer between
the substrate and the DPPC polar headgroups provides fluidity and mobility to the bilayer (3, 45,
69). As a first approximation and due to the screening effect of the water sandwiched underneath
the monolayer, electrostatic interactions between mica and DPPC polar heads have been
neglected in this study.

The electrostatic interactions arisen between polar headgroups have been discussed in
several simulation works, suggesting that ions can penetrate the polar headgroups in order to
screen the charges of the choline and phosphate moieties (17,62,63, 73). Nevertheless, as the
calculation of these electrostatic interactions is out of the scope of this work and for the sake ol
simplicity, van der Waals forces between hydrocarbon chains will be considered as the most
representative interaction between DPPC molecules.

Van der Waals interaction between hydrocarbon chains (£V</ir) can be expressed as
(71):

F =L·\M'

30Tn k V

0 )
2

12 12 N,o
(3

being a0 the polarizability, t0 the vacuum permittivity, a the distance between 2 equivalent -CH2
groups in adjacent molecules, / the distance between consecutive -CKb groups in the same
hydrocarbon chain and N0 Avogadro's number. As the monolayer was extracted at 30 mN/m, the
area/DPPC molecule is 54.7 A in a hexagonal lattice (36, 45, 75, 76). As each DPPC molecule
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has two hydrocarbon chains, it has been considered that each chain occupies an area equal to
54.7/2 A2. Circles in Fig. 6a correspond to the molecular DPPC area in the monolayer and the
black dots represent the hydrocarbon chains seen from above, while Fig. 6b shows a side view of
the same structure. The alignment of the chains in the Y direction respond to the packing
optimization of van der Waals interactions, which has been mostly studied in alkanethiols (80-
82) and alkanesilanes (83). Van der Waals forces considered in this study include the interactions
between a -CHi group and the 6 adjacent -CH? groups in the same plane and also the interaction
with the -CH2 groups that are 1 and 2 planes higher and lower. This interaction was multiplied by
a factor of 2 because there are two chains in each molecule. The interactions between -CHi
groups in the same molecule were not considered because only intermolecular energies are to be
estimated. The resulting energy was multiplied by 16, which is the length of the DPPC
hydrocarbon chains, obtaining EVdw= 19.4 KJ/mol.

The experimental energy needed to puncture the monolayer during force spectroscopy
measurements (E) can be calculated as

E=Fy*S (4)

At room temperature, DPPC monolayer Fy is 120±4 pN and <?is 2.4 nm (36, 37), so E
is 0.29 10"18 J. Although this energy is mainly consumed in the monolayer breakthrough process,
part of it is possibly dissipated through non-conservative processes such as viscous damping or
hysteresis effects (81). Energy dissipation was measured in dynamic force microscopy
experiments concerning different kinds of surfaces and tip configurations, yielding values in the
eV range (82). As a consequence, it is reasonable to think that in force spectroscopy experiments
similar processes will take place. Nevertheless, and due to the semi-quantitative nature of the
energetic calculations proposed in this work, energy dissipation has not been accounted for.

To estimate the contact area between tip and monolayer and the number of molecules
affected by the tip during spectroscopy experiments, Hertz contact model has been applied. In a
previous work (16). we demonstrated that a contact mechanics model based on the coupling of n
springs is more realistic than Hertz model when it comes to explain the clastic region of a
phospholipid bilayer prior to indentation (83). Nevertheless, and to calculate the contact area
between tip and sample at low loads, Hertz model is accurate enough because it does not
consider long range forces arisen between tip and sample, which is the case of our experiments,
as no jump to contact was detected in FvD curves (Fig. 4) The hertzian contact area (A) is
expressed as

A = Tt(RF/K)~ß (5)

where R is the tip radius, F is the vertical force and K is the combined elastic moduli

K = 4/3 ((l-v,2)/£i + (l-v22)/^2)"' (6)

where v¡ and v? are the Poisson ratios of the tip and the sample. 0.2 (84) and 0.5 respectively (14,
85), and £/ and E2 are the Young's moduli of the tip and the sample, 280 GPa (84) and 15 MPa
(86). Considering the experimental area/DPPC molecule and Fv = 120 pN, the number of
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affected molecules is -205 for R = I5nm and -360 for R = 35 nm. These R values are the
maximum and minimum tip radius measured in the presented experiments and can be considered
as typical upper and lower limits for the vast majority offeree spectroscopy studies. Dividing the
total applied energy during the breakthrough process by the number of affected molecules, a
breakthrough energy (Eb) of 0.8 KJ/mol for R\snm and 0.5KJ/mol for Ríínm is obtained. It was
previously shown that the E\-dw is 19.4 KJ/mol, an order of magnitude bigger than £¿. This fact
seems to suggest that the energy necessary to break the DPPC monolayer is 20-40 times lower
than the van der Waals interaction between all the hydrocarbon chains of the molecules in the
penetration affected area. Regarding these results, it is reasonable to think that, in order to
puncture the monolayer, it is not necessary to break all the interactions between all the molecules
but only a fraction of them, so £/, should be lower than Evdw. As an attempt to explain how the
monolayer reacts to the pressure, Fig. 7 shows two possible monolayer rupture mechanisms. Fig.
la represents an upper view of the hexagonal DPPC lattice and a circle that encloses the hertzian
area of contact between the tip and the sample. The simplest rupture model proposed is a straight
line (dotted line in Fig. la and lb). Possibly, the presence of a vacancy or any defect in the
structure would be the starting point of the monolayer rupture process. The fragile nature of
phospholipid structures has been suggested before (16, 87), mainly because of the kind of
breakthrough seen in force spectroscopy experiments, which always implies a sudden
penetration, more similar to a fragile brittle fracture than to the compression of a soft material.
The breakthrough event in the FvP curve shown in Fig. 4 occurs at a certain Fy and it is a sudden
all-or-none process, as the tip penetrates the monolayer in a one-step mechanism. Another
possibility would be a monolayer failure along the contact area perimeter (circle in fig. la and
Ib). Both the linear and perimeter rupture imply the disruption of a certain number of van der
Waals interactions, which depends on the contact area. Concerning the number of alkyl chain
interactions broken during penetration, these models can be considered as extreme possibilities,
so the real process is possibly a combination of both. Table 1 summarizes the percentage of van
der Waals interactions broken in the linear (%R¡) and circular model (%RP) with respect to the
total number of van der Waals interactions present in the whole contact area. Depending on the
rupture model and R, %R¡ and %RP range from 5-16%, so this percentage is an estimation of the
van der Waals interactions broken during the penetration process respect to the total number of
van der Waals interactions. Table 1 also shows the relationship between Eh and Evdw, which is
the ratio between the energy used to break the monolayer and the total van der Waals interaction
between the hydrocarbon chains (%(Eb/EVdW)~). This ratio ranges from 3-4%. The similarity
between the ratios %R,, %RP and %(E^EVdw) suggests that the linear and circular models are
consistent with experimental data. As a consequence, it can be considered that, although several
forces are involved in the cohesion of DPPC monolayers, inter-chain van der Waals interactions
play a key role in the mechanical properties of DPPC monolayers and that electrostatic
interactions between polar heads and between choline groups and mica surface can be neglected
as a first approximation. Of course, the nature of the calculations presented in this work can not
discriminate between the two proposed models but it provides a framework to study the behavior
of phospholipid monolayers under compression. Further studies exploring the effect of different
polar heads and different alkyl chains length will provide a deeper insight in the effect that
electrostatic and van der Waals forces play in the cohesion and mechanical response oi
phospholipid monolayers and bilayers.
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CONCLUSIONS

Langmuir-Blodgctt DPPC monolayers extracted at 30mN/m were imaged in situ by
variable temperature TM-AFM. The experiments performed in buffer environment revealed that
only one phase transition takes place around TM, which suggests that the two transitions observed
in DPPC bilayers in the same buffer media correspond to the melting of the two separate
phospholipid leaflets. DPPC monolayer TM lies between the two transitions observed in DPPC
bilayers. We propose that the monolayer can be compared to the leaflet in contact with the
substrate in the bilayer structure (high temperature transition) but destabilized by the water-alkyl
chains interphase and the lack of the stabilizing hydrophobic interaction between the alkyl chains
of the two phospholipid leaflets that form the bilayer. DPPC monolayer TM increases in air,
where a favorable air-alkyl chains interphase arises, which further supports this conclusion. The
topographic study of DPPC monolayers imaged in air revealed the presence of 120° LC phase
domain boundaries both created during the mechanical compression in the LB trough and during
the cooling from LE to LC phase. The boundaries disappear above TM and are recovered if the
sample is cooled again to room temperature, suggesting that a nucleation and growth mechanism
is responsible for the formation of the LC phase when cooling from the LE phase.

The mechanical study by force spectroscopy showed Fy in the pN range for DPPC
monolayers, two orders of magnitude lower than those obtained in DPPC bilayers. Nevertheless,
the overall trend of monolayers and bilayers is similar upon raising temperature: In the solid
phase, Fy decreases as temperature increases, while it stablizes at a lower value in the liquid
phase. In order to relate Fy values with DPPC monolayers structure, a simple geometric model
concerning van der Waals interactions between the phospholipid alkane chains has been
proposed. Applying Hertz contact mechanics, the energy/DPPC molecule applied on the
monolayer during penetration experiments was calculated and assuming simple models for the
monolayer rupture (namely across a straight line or around the perimeter of the contact area
between tip and sample), a good accordance between the experimental data and the geometric
model was found.

This work paves the way for more complex studies involving mixed monolayers
systems, where temperature-controlled AFM imaging could shed light on the different transition
processes that monolayers (and bilayers) undergo when mixing miscible or immiscible
phospholipid molecules. Besides, force spectroscopy proves to be a suitable technique to identify
different phospholipid phases, as Fy value is highly dependent on the phospholipid structure, and
can be used to explore the different intermolccular interactions arisen in biological membranes.
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Fig, 1, 5x5 ¿un AFM tapping images of a DPPC monolayer extracted at 30 niN/ra and imaged in buffer
solut ion. The images were obtained at variable temperature; a) 33.1"C: b) 43.6"C: c) 45.4"C; d) 47.8"C.; e)
5l.6"C: O 55.3T. images a) and b) correspond to the LC phase, while images c) and d) represent the phase
transition. Images e) end f) correspond to the I I : phase.
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Fig, 2. a) Roughness measurements performed on «he topographic images shown in Fig. ( (DPPC monolayer),
Black line-white squares graph corresponds with R„ (left Y-ÍUÍS) while gre> line-black dots graph
corresponds with Ra. The roughness increment corresponds with the LOLL phase transition, b) Roughness
measurements of a series of DPPC bilnyer topographic images obtained a( increasing temperatures. The
complete topographic series was presented in a previous work (18). The two roughness increments around 45
and 55"C correspond with the two phase transitions. The grey areas i« Fig 2a and 21) enclose the observed
transition temperature intervals. All presented images are 5 inn x 5 pm.
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a

Pt£. 3. 2 fim x 2 fim images of DI'PC moiioiayers extracted at 3Ü mVm and imaged in air at different
temperature«, a) 25"C, beïow TM <LC phase); Black arrows point the presence of domain boundaries, b) 65°C,
above TM (LE phase); c) 30"<", belovt i\i (LC phase), d) Scheme of the domain boundaries observed in Fig. Se.
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Fig. 4. f-'vf* curve obtained on a DI'PC monolayer extracted at 30 mN/m in buffer solution at 4WC. The
iiionotayer breakthrough can be seen »round 75 pN, Inset: corresponding FvD curve. ( I ) corresponds with
the contact point and (2) is the monolayer rupture
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Fig. 5, a) DPPC monolayer Fy v& sample temperature. Bach point is the mean value of 150-200 individual
breakthrough events detected in Torce corves. Force curves were performed, at least, in 4 different locations
for each temperature. The graph lias been divided iu three regions according to the monoiayer phase, b)
Individual histograms of the experimental F> values at different temperatures, b.l) 21.2T, b.2) 46.4T, b,3)
64.7"C

Fig. 6. a) Upper view of the DPPC' hexagonal packing. The circles represent the DPPC molecular area and the
black dots represent the hydrocarbon chains, b) Lateral view of the same structure. The DPPC" hydrocarbon
chains are tilted 25" when no vertical load is applied.
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Fig. 7. a) Lpper view of a DPPC monolayer hexagonal packing. The black circle encloses the hertzian contact
area during a penetration experiment. Two monolayer rupture models are proposed in this work: across a
straight line (dotted line) and across the perimeter of the hertzian contact area, b) Lateral view of the same
structure.
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Chapter 6

6.Conclusions

The conclusions of this work can be structured in two different parts, that is,

the conclusions concerning the development and implementation of experimental

techniques in our laboratory and the conclusions obtained after applying these

techniques to the studied samples. In case more detailed information is required, a

summary of the conclusions is also presented before each of the published works

attached in the Experimental Results sections in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 and also in the

Conclusions section of each paper.

Concerning the development and implementation of techniques during this

PhD thesis, I would like to highlight LFM and Force Spectroscopy, which have

been the two key tools that have been used to assess the nanomechanics of organic

layers and biomembranes. Regarding LFM, the main development has been the

implementation of a home-made electronics card that controls the tip deflection

setpoint and provides a continuous variation of its value. This way, Fv vs. Ff curves

can be obtained orders of magnitude faster and, provided that this kind of

measurements must be performed in several sample spots in order to be statistically

meaningful, accurate and representative friction measurements can be reported.

Besides, the whole system was adapted to perform measurements in liquid medium,

a key experimental factor provided that we wanted to test biomembranes in

physiological environment. Finally, the procedures to measure the spring constant

of AFM tips both in the vertical and in the lateral directions were successfully

implemented and routinely performed in our laboratory.
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Concerning Force Spectroscopy, the methodology to obtain reproducible Ax

vs. Az curves was established and applied to the vast majority of the samples

studied in this thesis. Due to the large amount of spectroscopic data gathered during

experiments, a protocol was established to filter and process the curves and extract

Fy values in a more convenient way.

Regarding the experimental results, I will point out a general conclusion for

each kind of studied sample.

Engineering coatings

Concerning the nanotribological response of DLC films, humidity increases

the n and the F f values at a certain Fv, while the different PECVD deposition

parameters do not modify them noticeably. Nevertheless, both in humid and dry

environment, DLC films provide excellent lubricant layers.

Concerning alkanethiol monolayers on Au(lll), the compression studies

show that the monolayer deforms in discrete steps which can correspond to the

formation of terminal gauche defects or to cooperative molecular foldings. Besides,

the FV necessary to trigger the deformation process strongly depends on the

monolayer compactness.

The angle that fatty acid molecules form with the mica substrate depends on

the surface pressure of the monolayer, as well as the Fy value (the higher the

surface pressure, the higher the Fy value). These results are confirmed by Fy vs. Fv

curves, where different tribological regimes are seen as the tip disrupts the

monolayer.

Concerning alkanephosphonic acid molecules on aluminum, the monolayers

frictional response depends on the substrate, as it determines the molecular bonding

sites. The frictional response also depends on the compactness of the monolayers,

as the molecular ordering determines the existence of pathways to dissipate the

sliding energy.
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Concerning the monolayers of Cu(II) sensor tiomacrocycle on mica, the

structural morphology and nanotribological response of the monolayers strongly

depends on the Langmuir film extraction pressure.

As you can see, several factors determine the nanomechanical properties of

the monolayers: the extraction surface pressure (in case of LB films), the nature of

the substrate in the case of molecules covalently bonded to it and the monolayer

compactness because molecules can change their orientation and, consequently,

their resistance to be penetrated or laterally dragged by an AFM tip.

Biomembranes

The effect of pH and ionic strength on the phospholipid bilayers structure

was explored by means of nanomechanics techniques. Both using Force

Spectroscopy and LFM, it is clear that the bilayers compactness increases with the

presence of ions, as the necessary Fv value to penetrate or disrupt them increases

with the ionic concentration. The pH of the medium modifies the surface charge of

phospholipid liposomes and is a key factor in order to control their deposition and

SPBs formation.

Concerning the phase transition of phospholipid SPBs, variable temperature

AFM and Force Spectroscopy are suitable techniques to in-situ explore the

topographical and nanomechanical changes that these structures undergo. While the

main phase transition process of PC bilayers supported on mica shows two

individual phase transitions, the liposomes only show one, as is the case for PC LB

monolayers. According to that, we conclude that the two transitions observed in the

bilayer correspond to the individual melting of the phospholipid leaflets. Due to the

high sensitivity of Force Spectroscopy to structural membrane differences, the

changes of Fy vs. temperature provide valuable information about the phase

transition mechanism and the overall mechanical stability of the studied

monolayers and bilayers.
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